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Letters r 
To. 

The Editor 

WHY THIS IN.-U::TION ON THE 
PART OF NEW DELHI? 

by twenty years involved ·the fre
ezing of two hundred sixty billion 
roubles loaned to the State by the 
public. This is one of the exam
ples of communist disregard for the 
right of the people who, in good 
faith, subscribed to the state loans. 
Bombay Sumant S. Bankeshwar 

STOOPING TO CONQUER THE 
SHEIKH 

Dear 1\ladam: Speaking at New 
Delhi Bakshi Ghulam Mahomed 
asse~ that the Jammu and Kash
mir Government .,..,ould not hesitate 
in takin~ strong action a~ainst 
Sheikh Abdullah: But the trouble 
was that New Delhi was the centre 
from which subversive activities 
were directed in the State. In a way 
it was a broad b)nt that the New 
Delhi Government was inactive. 
Why is this so? 

As against this statement of 
Bakshi 'saheb is; the statement of 
Union Defence ~finister , Menon 
that detention or, arrest of Sheikh 
Abdullah was primarily the respon
sibility of Sriuagar Government. 
The common man in India is bafil
ed at these diverse and con8icting 
statements. 
Intelligent persons in. th~. country 
can point out to the mvlSible and 
Hamlet-like person who is restrain
in" the authorities to take action 
ag';inst the Sheikh. This inaction of 
New Delhi must end. 

Dear Madam: It is surprising 
that the present Chief Minister of 
Jammu and Kashmir State should 
have offered, on a silver platter so 
to say, the premiership of the State 
to a declared traitor and rank pro
Pakistani Sheikh Abdullah. There 
are also news appearing in the so
ealled nationalist press that the 
Sheikh should not be further 
110ft'ended" by calling him names 
for fear of India losing him alto
gether. This is wishful thinkinl 
and NOT democracy. This stoop
ing to conquer the Sheikh is not 
only weak-kneed but also betrays 
how far from democratic tradition 
and democratic ways are both the 
people and the press. 

The Sheikh has forfeitted all 
rights, to be called an lodian, siuee 
he started his offensive against 
lodia and for Pakistan.' The Sheikh 
talks of his being "betrayed" by the 
Prime Minister and does not lind 
anything wrong in the wanton and 
open tribal attack on the people of 
Kashmir, the raping of Kashmir! 
women, and the loot and arson in
dulged by the Pak raiders even on 
the Kashmir! Muslims. To his Isla
mic Iogie all that the Pakistani 
raiders did was justified as they 
wanted "to free the Kashmir! 
Muslims from the accursed Dogra 
(Hindu) regime... The question 
is why he did not then join the 
Pak raiders? The answer is sim
ple. He was NOT then In the 
·good books of the Pakistani leaders, 
today he is. While he was pamp
ered and raised to the skies as the 
symbol of Indian secularism, by the 
gullible Hindus, his sole aim was to 

Bombay J. B. Motwane 

COMMUNISM AND LOTTERIES 
Dear Madam: . Communist Rus

sia applies a double-standard to lot
teries. Lotteries in bourgeois 
countries are called a source of en· 
richment for astute businessmen. In 
the Soviet Encyclopaedia (Volume 
25, Moscow, 1954, page 240). A 
campaign is in progress, just at the 
moment in Russia, to sell tickets 
for a new large state factory. Al
though the purchase of lottery 
tickets has been declared voluntary, 
Jsvestia reports in its issue of Feb. 
2, 1958 that in Moscow there have 
been grave violations of the Instruc
tions that the sale of tickets is to 
be entirely voluntary. Quotas for 
the distribution of tickets have been 
presented to a number of enterprise 
and institutions in Moscow. In 
manY cases, subscriptions for lot
tery tickets have been organized, 
here and there they were even forc
ed on people. The State lottery 
and the State mass-subscription 
loans in Russia constitute a subs
tantial source of state income. The 
extension of maturity dates of bonds 

get as much money for himself and 
for the Kashmir! Muslims as he 
could from the Indian exchequer. 
His loyalty was always for a Mus
lim nation, Pakistan. 

The correct and proper treatment 
for the Sheikh is send him to jall 
again, to cool his heels and chew 
his Islamic cud. And he has deser
vedly earned that treatment by his 
numerous speeches since his release. 
Poona -s. s. Apte 
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CHANGES IN THE ARAB WORLD 

EVENTS in Arab Asia are moving fast towards their 
dramatic issue-namely an all-Arab federal Union 

under the present Arab man of destiny-President 
Nasser. The Egyptian charge of a plot by King Saud 
to assassinate Nasser bas developed today· into a coup 
whereby Prince Feisal, the younger brother of the 
King Ibn Saud, has been enabled to assume enhanced 
powers, adding to those of prime minister and foreign 
minister, and those of police and army ministers. It 
is said that consequently King Saud has been forced 
to reconcile himself to the alignment of his country 
with Nasser's union of Arab states-Egypt, Syria and 
Yemen. Now only Jordan and Iraq remain. yet ·out 
of the Nasser bloc. It remains to be seen how long 
they can remain independent of the Arab movement. 
Nuries Said now recalled to function as chief minister 
in Iraq as so often before faces a more difficult task 
than ever before to keep the people contented and 
well in hand and loyal to the Iraqi regime. 

mAQ & JORDAN WILL SOON SUCCUMB 

The new middle class fonning itself out of new 
developments, financed by the oil income, is more 
open than ever to the inOueoce of pan-Arabism. 
Modernism cannot breed loyalty to ancient royalties 
and the artificial dynasty of the Hashemites coming 
to the throne, carved out by the British out of the 
wreckage of the Ottoman empire in 1918, has not yet 
had much time to grow into the soil and stabilise 
itself. The old class of the pashas, deprived of the 
old military and judicial function under the old 
regime, has long since sunk into an idle rich absentee 
landlord class, httle interested in the uplift of the feUa
heens. 

!he neighbouring little State of Jordan is even more 
bnttle, half of its new population consisting of re
fugees from Palestine, of whom a sizable sprinkling 
come from the educated middle class steeped in 
Leftist ideas, and totally hostile to monarchs of old. 
J~rdan has not yet time to stabilise itself under its 
hvmg since its foundation. The promise of replace
m~nt given by Egypt and Syria when the king dis
missed Glub Pasha has not been fulfilled. It is now 
partly supported by Iraq. The chances of the Jordian 
and Iraqi pofulations being kept out of the Pan-Arab 
II!ovement o Nasser are, therefore, very little. The 
oll Wealth Bowing from America and Britain cannot 
long help these independent States at the eastern 
periphery of the Arab world. 

WORLD WAR •m IN SIGHT 

f Secret~ry Dulles has stated on the announce.;,ent 
0h the Saudi Arabian coup in favour of Prince Feisal, 
t at t~e new man in power is not known to be anti
Amencan and that there will be no need to rethink 
~mer_ican policy in regard to Saudi Arabia. But by 

e ltme this is in print, it would be clear that the 
Secretary's statement was one of mere wish-fulfilment. 

3 

•For the new prince is Nasser's man, and Nasser is the 
·~· t ~an to let the status quo continue in regard to 

e 01l resources of Saudi Arabia. As soon as the new 
et-up is re-established, U.S.A. will have to come to 

terms with Nasser as the master of a vaster empire 
than before for terms on which she may continue to 
draw oil from the old oil wells. And if Nasser is, in 
any degree, subordinate to the Russians, the ultimate 
sovereignty over this oil will pass on to them. At the 
same time, the British oil wells in the Kuwait and 
other Gulf areas, and the American and British oil 
wells in Iraq, will also come under pressure from the 
Arab (cum-Russian) .new masters. If Nasser is firm, 
llnd shows clear subordination to Russia, and resists 
being bought up by the West, there is nothing for it 
but to fight .. America will have to follow the Franco
British example and dig in and get physical posses
sion of the oil wells. Depending on the international 
situation at the time when this situation comes to ripe
ness, World War Ill will be definitely in sight. 
' 
\ WHERE STANDS INDIA? 
I 
I Another development that is almost inevitable is 
the showdown between the new Pan-Arab composite 
State and Israel. If the West back Israel in a defen
sive war, the Russia will back the Arabs. Then also 
!]1e little war will be swallowed up in the big ultimate 
Y,.ar. It remains to be seen how long war will success- · 
fully be avoided by the Great Power rivals while 
wrangling with each other on these Arab issues. These 
are not merely Arab issues. They are bound up with 
tlte future of liberty and the future of mankind They 
are also of profound importance for us in India, for 
we shall have to reckon with the Arab world after the 
world rivalry is resolved one way or another. And if 
in the meanwhile we take the side of the party that 
is on the whole ori the side of Uberty and higher civi
lisation based on liberty, we shall have a chance to 
"rrvive in independence after the world conOagration, 
or even if it is avoided as by a miracle. But if we take 
the side of intoxicated dictators, who have no patience 
for the pedestrial tasks of slow nation-building througlt 
education and hard industrialisation, based on train
ing in modem skills and team spirit and the habit of 
disciplined work, we shall rue the day when they rise 
against us as soft prey, as so often in the past when 
ruder peoples came down through Khyber Pass and 
settled down to enjoy the wealth of the country after 
easy conquest! 

PAN-ISLAM ON THE MOVE 

' Pakistan celebrated her Republican day on 2& 
March. The main feature of the celebrations was tlte 
participation of Turkish, Iranian and Iraqi military 
.contingents. This is symbolic of the new desire for 
union blowin~ through all the Islamic countries of 
'which Nasser s Pan-Arabism is at present the dyna
mic centre. But the earthquake has other centres
one in North Africa and the other in Pakistan and the 
countries of the Baghdad Pact. It will take some 
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' l 
time more for this bmnch of. the movement to emergqi 
into practical politics. I' 1 

The appeal of Islam is stronger to Mus tm peop es 
than the sentiment of nationalism and by !Jte time th~ 
Pan-Arab movement comes to fulfilment, tht; dee~ 
swell of Pan-Islam will come to view and wtll begt, 
to e.,ercise its natural inftuence to include. and e~ 
pand the Pan-Arab achievements. W~ether m all thlf 
excited transformations of the Islam!c peoples ~tq 
new political contignations, they ~viii_ be led . m~ 

aceful and prosperous ways ot ~e ts . exceeding . 
!h:ubtful. But they will have the satisfac~on of poh 

1 <:a) expansion and having a sizable place m the Sun. 

BORDER TROUBLES WITH PAKISTAN 

We have had some more border troubles last moo . 
and perhaps by the time we go to press, we shall ha~ 
some more. · . ·t 

On the Assam border, East Pakistan military grou~ 
crossed the border river in boats and carried away 
seven Indians with some loot. On the West Bengal 
border, Pakistani soldiers opened fire on a border tow1i 
and kept it up for hours. A cease fire was arrange<t 
but the Pakistanis broke the agreement and opened 
fire again. · . . . I 

It is tedious to have to refer to these llTltating (and 
humiliating) details, in which invariably ~mr Govern\
ment have evinced their great and surpassmg devotion 
to Buddhist non-violence. As befits the great teache.S 
of non-violence to the West, our Government co~ 
t.ently refuses to deal with these deliberate e~ercis~ 
in provocative violence indulged in as a pastime by 
our Pakistani "friends" on the same level. This time 
the Prime Minister has declared in Parliament that the 
affair is "serious" and will no doubt send anotheif 
diplomatic protest which will as assuredly have the 
same destination as previous Notes from Bharat, vii' 
the Pakistani waste papei basket. 1 

There is no doubt the Pakistani intentions to prO
voke India into reprisals, which she will broadcast tO 
the world as India's aggression. To be afraid of such 
tactics is the measure of the hopeless situation intO 
which we have fallen .by our failure to do our duty 
in terms of self-defence promptly as and when attaclis 
are made. · ~ 

TIT FOR TAT 

If Pakistani troops kidnap Indians, the correct anS
wer is for Indian troops to repay the compliment and 
kidnap Pakistani citizens. II Pakistani troops fire into 
our border, our troops should instantly reply with 
deadly effect into their border. There is no need for 
Indian officials to move about in desperation from 
office to office in Pakistan in quest of "information~. 
We want no information from Pakistani offices. The 
places attacked have "information" enough until an 
aroused public opinion in India forces t1te Nehru 
Government to give up its .. nerveless". unmanlv un
political policy of softoess and weakness towards 
~akistan, t~ere is no hope of a change for the better 
m the relations between our two countries can never 
im;1rove. 

A PATHETIC CONFESSION . 

persuade Pakistan to !(ive up her steadfast ~nd bitter 
hatred of India, it is tor the people of Indta, to ask 
him to resign and instal in his place som': one who. has 
better ideas on this matter. The Prtme ~!truster 
should not play the role of the "dog in the manger". 
Nor should t11e people be mesmerised b>: the lt;gend 
that there is no substitute for Nehru. Even Vmoba 
Bhave, tlte Gandhian cite/a, said recently tl1at th~ ~
-who after Nehnt? will be answered by the hvmg 
force of India". The country will throw up more com
petent men if the democratic doorways are kept open 
by the holders of power and the people are not per
petual support of their rule. 

DR. RADBAKRISHNAN AND PAKISTAN 

Dr. Radhakrishnan our Vice-President has shown 
a remarkable Hair for diplomacy. As our Ambassador 
at 1\loscow in Stalin's time, he was favoured by that 
dreaded lllan of Steel with several interviews at which 
our philosopher spoke to him unreservedly on freedom 
and democracy and the evils of absolutism. The great 
Stalin is said to have complimented the Indian philo
sopher as the first man to speak to him as a man on the 
human side of power and politics! 

Dr. Radhakrishnan in his present visit (March l to 
the U.S.A. seems to have elicited a remarkable ptece 
of information from President Eisenhower and Secre
tary of State Dull~. They seem t? havt; assur<:<I 
Radhakrishnan ( whtch Dulles mentione~ m J;>ubhc 
later) that America has not (and has no mtention to 
do so supplying Pakistan with bombing planes 
This may be true ( and if Pakistan has not acquired 
bombers from other sources), the spreading fear that 
Pakistan will bomb Indian cities on a sudden and un
announced attack (likeo Japan's attack ·on Pearl Har
bour) may receive abatement. Even so, the real way 
to re-assure our people and remove the temptation 
from Pakistan's desperadoes is full preparedness, both 
with anti-air craft guns, fighters and bombers of our 
own. More than the equipment, the armed forces 
must have full and unfettered instructions and initia
tive to reply to any attack in kind with deadly effect. 
It is only this knowledge that will keep the enemy 
forces in check. The country will not tolerat~ . a_nil 
forgive any shilly shallying on the part of the ctviltan 
authorities in this matter confusing the borders of 
armed forces in this vital matter. No Buddltism or 
Gandhism or other effete philosophy should be allow
ed to enter into this sphere of defence. Public opinion 
should assert itself clearly and decisively on this ~at· 
ter. We find that the Defence Minister is gomg 
about making appeals and exhortations to the people. 
But it is the Government that seems to need such 
prodding to be on the alert. 

After the spectacular confession of the Prime 
~linister in Parliament that he has not ·been able to 

Courtreu: "Ftlmtndfa" 
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INDIA AND ISLAM 
l 

By M. A. Venkata Rao 

·--------------~~--------------

ONE of the historic faillll'es of the Indian people has lLeaguers refused to amalgamate with Indian nationa
heen the inability to come to terms with Islam lism in recent htstory, ought to have set our leaders 

in spite ol_ clo~e association with . it on her soil for . ~linking about th~ larger implica~o~s of the faith and 
nearly a mtllcmum. It may be satd equally to be a •'~eolo~;r confronting_ ~em. But 1t did not. Our intel
failure of Islam. Of course; there is a JDeasure of J ligentsta, too, . ha~ failed us to~ay. Until sufficient 
unreality in referring to them as entities apart trom . numbers of thmkmg peopl_e, eqmpped with a ·compe
tne peoples in whom they live and move and have ~tent knowledge of the subJects necessary for the task, 

. u - f al . £1 study and reveal the fundamental elements of Islam 
tnerr bemg. uut as a matter o actu . m uence over as a social and liti. 1 · ti'tuti' d · dri ' 
th t . fi d th t th · f )if . · po ca ms on, an Its ve as a 

e genera mns, we n a ese VIews o e, m- ,social force denvina its inspiration f •ts 1· · 
ted · tr di'ti a1 f li . 1 , ' ,., rom I re IgiOn, 

carna m a on ways o te as they are, m t teir ; we shall not _be able to come to any tolerable terms 
respective adherents have a chstinct moulding effect ;with Pakistan and the world of Islam generall : 
on actual behaviour. It is as if individuals become ~Failure to understand and deal with Islam was t~e 
symbols, and means of self-expression for views of ·;real !'ltimate _reason for the Partition of India. Similar 
life that are accepted mostly by social heredity i.e.- icontinm;d failure will lead to greater disasters in the 
influences of society on individuals from birth. The ~ ~ot-so·c;!i~tant futur7, ":hen Islam succeeds ·!" attain~ 
way in which Islamic and Hindu views of life have : mg po~tical exp~essmn m mod_ern ~orm as a smgle vast 

· d . f . b . 1 . federation, umtmg all the histone branches of her 
sumve generation a ter generation, su stantia Iy .people from Gibraltar to Indo es'• w ld f 

h d · · · t hara "sti f n -· or orces are 
uoc ange , _gtvmg nse ? c . cten .c types o propitious for this consummation. The clash of Rus-
thought, feeling and behaVIour, ts somethmg wonder- ·,sian and Western systems of power is unthinking 
ful .. But in these. days of rapi~ change, both in the ; ~wittingly helping this process of Islamic consolida: 
envuonment and m Ideas of life and nature and of ; tion as a byproduct which will out-last present world 
world c;ontacts and communi~ations, it may be that frivalries .. in that n7-y era In~ wii_I b~ ill-prepared 
crystalltsed forms of culture hke Islam, and other re- ;,for graspmg the realities of the Situation if the present 
ligious systems, will change and become malleable. )type ?f !ead~rship _continues! ~eadership ill-equipped 
They may suffer a sea-change or disappear altogether !with lriStght ':"to histo~, religmn and the contact of 
in the minds of men as factors influencing actual be- 'forces on therr o-yn so~. . . 
haviour. ~ Hence from this pomt of VIe":, _the stress laid by 

ISLAM AND HINDUISM CONFRONT EACH 
OTHER 

But today it is an undeniable fact that Islam and 
Hinduism confront each other as social systems charg
~ with political meaning and have a great influence 
10 determining the forms of clash and conflict between 
their historic societies. ·while the political aspect has 
to be dealt with by leaders in government, clarification 
of. issues ~y thinkers is of the first importance, not only 
With a Vtew to the long-term solution of the human 
problems involved, but also to help politicians to take 
correct decisions based on the reality of the forces 
confronting them. Ideas become more dangerous 
when embodied in masses of men taught for ages to 
be different from others and to regard them as a legiti-
mate prey ·or aggression and absorption. · 
~~e ~f the most pathetic scenes in contemporary 

poht1cs m our country is the helpless confession, fre
quently made by Pandit Jawaharlnl Nehru in Parlia
ment and outside, that he has been unable to come to 
any understanding with Pakistan. Somehow, in spite 
of a continuous returning of good for evil, and stead
~ast ref.usal to be provoked, even by the most humiliat
mg of msults (through border raids and the like), our 
~?der has been unable to evoke the slightest response 
i? way ~f friendliness from Pakistanis. Pandit Nehru 

as a Ha1r for history. He has even written a history 
o~ th~ w~rld. But he has been unable to use any of 
f's htstonc learning to understand Islam and the Mus
•ms as a people. The way, in which the Muslim 

. Mr. Latvala on research on the ongm and characteris
' tics of Semitic religions, the source of their fanaticism 
or the closed type of mind they disJllay, the historic 

. career of Islam and the peculiar amalgam of religion, 
,race, social customs, attitude to other peoples, con
; version by force, attitude to women, attitude to the 
·.world as a field of enjoyment, the personality of its 
~prophet and all that constitute Islam as a social force 
with a tremendous impact on the world-research into 
this world phenomenon is a necessity for an intelligent 

; u11derstanding of the contemporary world and for the 
. basis of a sound policy capable of avoiding the failures 
j and catastrophes of the past and present periods ol' 
~our history. Mr. Lotvala is practically unique in his 
)prescience this subject among publicists today. 
: A SURRENDER TO FANATICISM 
•. The characteristic attitude of our present leadership 
'to this question is one of ignoring the reli~ious aspect 
cas if it did not exist and falling back upon 'secularism" 
or generosity hoping that the other side will respond. 

·.Jn effect it is a surrender in principle to·the claims of 
1the other side to it. This is based on a superficial 
~desire to avoid trouble and escape the trouble of 
•understanding the deeper sources of motivation of the 
'opposing side. The expression of failure made by 
Jawaharlal Nehru in the matter of reconciling Pakistan 

·ought to be enough warning that the methods employ
·ed so far in dealing with Islam need to be changed for 
. others based on deeper understanding than is contain
·ed in the policy of surrender and appeasement. 
· Feroze Khan Noon said in his remarkable three-hour 
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·<>ration in the national assembly at Karachi the other. 
dav that India is Islam's greatest e~my! It sh~ul<I 
not be dismissed as a mere e:rpresswn of fa_nat~m." 
We should enquire calmly as to why a Muslim Pri':"e. 
:\linister should make such an extravagant and ill-;: 
natured statement. We have to conduct our enquir)5, 
at two levels-one that of Islam as a religious ana;._, 
social system an~ the oth~ tha~ of the Musli':" peoples. 
with their pohtical ambitions m the emergmg work{ 
<Jf tomorrow. Perhaps as our enquiry proceeds, w~ 
shall discover the living links between the two leve~
of religion and politics. 

Mr.· Noon is not far wrong in his implication tha 
Islam and Hioduism (as the characteristic religious 
svstem of India) are hostile to each other. We hav~ 
to discover the secret of this hostility in the interpr"i 
tation of nature and life that each religion carries ~ 
its essence. The opposition between these world; 
views can be resolved not by the breaking of headl! 
nor by forcing conlormity on one or the other througq• 
.extra-rational means of fear and reward but by experi-

1
. 

ence as ioterpreted by reason. 
Islam, along with Judaism and Christiauity, bas in;. 

herited a· view of God as supreme person, who has 
ereated the universe by a fiat. He is also the law: 
-giver and judge. Those who acknowle<;Jze his position 
and do his will are good people who will be rewarded 
with heaven on the day of judgement, and those whq 
disobey his commands will be sent to hell to suffer 
everlasting pain. In additi?n, I~lam iocludes respe<;f 
to the prophet as the last mfallibe revealer of God ~ 
will io the faith. God and the prophet sum up the 
law and the prophets,· according to Islam. These 
ideas, io themselves, need not entail any fanaticism or 
closed mind But we have to enquire what addition 
to tiiese basic tenets in Islam have been responsible 
for the fanaticism or claims for infaUibility or dog
matic finality (to use Dr. White-head's phrase) that 
have been characteristic of its ·career through the 
centuries. 

THE CORE OF FANATICISM > 

For Islam it is not enough that you believe in God 
.as creator of the universe and law giver and judge. 
You must also believe io the infallibility of the Koran · 
as the Di~e Bo_o~ as revealed to the prophet Muham• 
mad It IS a relig~on of the Book. The description of 
the deity and of nature and of man given in it is in· 
fallibl~ a!'d the I~ word. It cannot be questioned 
, ~ven m m~erpr~tation. There is only one standard 
mterpr~tation given by the prophet or his successors
the caliphs. To doubt or offer a rival ioterpretation is 
~e supreme and unforgivable sio. Further, the be
lievers ~elong to God and the unbelievers go to helL 
Belief m the Bopk is the sole gateway to 'salvation. 
Here we touch upon the source of fanaticism in Islam. 

WHERE HINDUISM SCORES • 

med or Christ as the sole messenger or san of God as 
the case may be, he c:umot hope to escape helll He 
must burn everlastingly io an eternity of pain! It is 
here that Hinduism in its lr iglrest forms scores over its 
rivals. The. Rig Veda bas the famous bymn-Ekam sat 
viprali balrudlra vadanti. Reality is one-wise men 
proclaim it in diverse ways. The Indian sages realised 
the inadequacy of all human ways of grasping, defin
ing or iodicating it. Hence they accord freedom to all 
itlteUigences to describe their experience of the 
supreme in tiieir own way. There is here a supreme 
loyaltlf to the integrity of experience and reason that 
is unique in tire history of tire world. 

THIS MONOPOLY IN RELIGION IS THE 
BEDROCK OF INTOLERANCE 

With this conviction of the right of every human 
being to approach God in his own way, and travel at 
his own pace and under the guidance of teachers of 
his own choice, and with images of the supreme 
appealing to him in the first stages of the journey, · 
India early took up a rational, inclusive, tolerant philo
sophy of life io religion that permeated all her social 
and individual life. Education and modes of worship, 
and respect for iodividual variation attained uuique 
levels of truth and elevation in India as a consequence 
of this insight. Islam and Christianity conrwt tole
rate this toleration for if theY. did, they will become 
only one of tire religions whereby men can attain 
salvation. But they claim to be the sole tnte religion 
while proclaiming all others to be false! 

According to Hioduism, all religions are true in 
their own degree and efficacy if pursued sincerely and 
siogle-miodedly with a view to reach God. If pursued 
wrongly for power and wordly iofluence, all are cap
able ol becoming bad and leading to wicked results. 
Here is the vital difference between the two. On 
many planes ( 1) The idea of God and its consonance 
with what science tells us of nature and man, ( 2) on 
its effect on character ( 3) on its effect on social mora
lity, ( 4) on its effect on politics and the kiod of poli
tical power it engenders naturally etc. 

It_ is similar with Christianity. Only believers in 
Christ, as the son of . God and the sole redeemer can 
l(o to heaven. Believers in other relil(ions cann~t go 
to heaven or a~ain salvation. When Radbakrishnan's 
book o'.' the Hmdu way of life appeared, a conference 
of foret~ Chnstian missionaries met at Ootacamund 
and declared (while welcoming Radhakrishoan's-re
state~ent of the essentials of the Hindu Faith), that 
.sol~ron can come only through the name of Jesus 
Chnst. ~ne ~ay ~ave a hil(h image of God and have 
smcere f:uth m Him. One may be animated by the 
highest morality. But if one has no faith in Muham-

That Islam and Hinduism are hostile 1:-potheses 
about ultimate matters admits of no doubt. It is for 
us to decide between them as between two c .. mpeting 
hypotheses to account for the same phenomt non im
partially on the sole basis of experience and reason 
and eti_Iical consequence. If we approach the prob· 
!em WI~ conclusiOns already accepted, intent only 
on finding reasons to support .them, all shaU not be 
true to reason and experience. We shall not be phi· 
losophic or scientific in the true sense. And the prob
lem_ _will remain _uns?lved as before bedevilin_g the 
politics of humamty m the future as in the past and 
present. It ~ay be that much in the two systems will 
!'ave to be g~ven :UP or refined to bring up old ideas 
mto conformity With the best scientific ideas of nature 
and life. · It may be that the core of religion will re
main or it may be that it will be so transformed that 
worship of the ultimate will seem ludicrous and un
necessary. That is_ why in Indian tradition, worship 
(~a) merges Its contemplation (Joana) as the 
higher response. The failure of Hinduism to assimi
late _Is~m in this level of the vision of the ultimate 
reahty_ IS due not to her inferioritrJ but rather due to 
th~ failure of the representatives· of Islam to rise to 
Hmdu level of approaching the Supreme which is all 
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inclusive and catholic. Hinduism has a place for Islam 
but Islam has llO place for Hinduism or ant/ other 
religion. · 

ISLAM AND VIOLENCE 

This claim to final superiority in faith has led to 
the political practice of conquering other lands and 
people. Did the prophet lay upon his people the duty 
of conquering the world for Islam? This is a question 
of interpretation of Islamic texts. Also what is it in 
Islamic social history that made Muslim leaders think 
that it was their duty to conquer the world for Islam? 
If the first effort at conquest had been frustrated in
stead of being crowned with brilliant success, (the 
inheritance of the Roman world of the Feringhees 
falling to them like ripe apples) would it have brought 
out other and more peaceful elements to the fore? 
Also, the historic accident that the founding of Islam 
coincided with military events, (the prophet himself 
having had to fight,) must have had something to do 
with the militancy of Islam as a social institution. 
Also, ideas used for action in war must necessaril)' 
stress decision and the closed mind and the dismissal 
of wider views. 

INDIA NEEDS REVOLUTION OF POLICIES 
Today, the revival of Islam is inextricably mixed 

up with the revival of militarism and empire and the 
glory of earthly power. The ecstasy of God is mixed 
up with the intoxication of temporal power charged 
inevitably with agwession. The first oictims of such 
aggression are likely to be Indians, if geography and 
history and ideology have anything to teach us. It 
is the part of wisdom to keep this eventuality in mind 
and study the deeper psychological and other ingre
dients of Islam to detail. Indian thought has given 
ln the Bhagwad Gita the great gift of teaching how 
to fight without fanaticism. A study of the opposite 
types of Islamic and Hindu warrior would be most 
illUminating. · . 
1 We should also study the historic instances of the 
inutual contact and influence of Islamic and Hindu 
cultures of which we have some record-the Din Ilati 
of Akbar, the Bhakti movement of Kabir, the Sufi 
movement, Sikhism, Arya Samaj and Brahmo Samaj. 
• Peoples come into conflict naturally in the competi
tion for the earth and its fruits and project their anta
gonisms into the realm of ideology. Will a change of 
ideology influence them to change their objectives in 
politics? Religion is a way of affirming individual and 
social self-assertion for historic peoples. Today it may 
be nationalism or communism that performs this func
tion. Sound pol~J for India requires a iust eoaluation 
of these elements of religion and nationalism. . 

(. 

==================-• r 
UNTIMELY CLOUD OVER JNDIA· 

I 

' The resignation of India's finance minister should draw attention to the damaging and dangerous conse-
qences of the Mundhra affair 

TUST how large a hole has been blown in the econo
.J mic and political prospects for India, and for all 
of free Asia, by the wretched Mundhra affair? Clearly 
one cannot yet tot up all the damage; events are still 
unfolding. On Tuesday, Mr. Haridas Mundhra, the 
lone-wolf Marwari business man whose speculative 
activities set off the whole chain reaction, was arrested 
and charged with forgery in respect of share certi
ficates; and the resigning finance minister, Mr. T. T. 
Krishnamachari, made his personal statement. On 
Wednesday Mr. Nehru was hard pressed in a sharp 
parliamentary debate. Now that Mr. Justice Chagla s 
public'inquiry is over and its findings published, battle 
IS joined 'in earnest. Politicians of both the left and 
t~e. right have acquired fresh ammunition; indignant 
c1vd servants are in a mood to light all comers; there 
are hints of more revelations to come, some of which 
can be expected when Mr. Mundhra appears in court. 
And if tlie Indian elephant, already stumbling as it 
thrusts through the jungle along its chosen track of 
democratic progress, is now seized with internal 
spasms, the smaller animals of Asia will once more 
compare its tribulations with the roars of triumph 
which are all they hear from the red dragon· in Peking, 
and draw their own conclusions. 

For the second time in two years, India has lost an 
able finance minister in unhappy circumstances. In 
1956 Mr. Deshmukh left because his Mahratta emo-
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tipns were -stirred by the controversy over linguistic 
state boundaries. Now a judicial inquiry has fixed 
upon Mr. Krishnamachari the constitutional responsi
bility for.~proper use of publiC: fund.s, an? a reluc~ant 
prime mm1ster has accepted h1s resignation. It IS a 
serious loss. Throughout a difficult year and a half, 
'TIK" had carried a great part of the strain imposed 
by India's struggle for development. He introduced 
unpopular taxes and defend~d unp~pular retren~
ments. He contrived not qmte to fnghten the busi
ness men to death, not quite to lose ground to the 
doctrinaires whose' pie-in-the-sky eloquence naturally 
has more popular appeal than the harsh reality of a 
planed-down Plan. He banged into other politicians 
beads the fact that India needs the foreign investor. 
He induced America, and even western Germany, to 
come to the rescue of India's "socialist-pattern" pro
gramme. 

A very large share of the same burden has been 
borne by the overworked men who head the ci'?l 
service. None of them has been under more stram 
than Mr. H. M. Patel, the principal secretary of the 
finance ministry, who has now been enmeshed in the 
Mundhra affair together with his minister. One deduc
tion widely drawn from the facts br~mght out in the 
Chagla inquiry is that these top CIVil servants are 
wont to exercise more initiative than. the general pub
lic realised. But, if that has been so in the past, it 
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now seems unlikely to continue. Mr. Patel"s e\1dence 
""as that his minister had approved the purchase by 
the state-controlled Life Insurance Corporation of • 
million pounds worth of shares in the largely specu• 
lative Mundhra companies, the avowed purpose being 
to relieve a depressed stock market. Mr. Krishnamll'
cllari denies having given any such explicit authoritY; 
and the Chagla -inquiry pro\ided the unedifying 
spectacle of a clash of e\idence between the minister 
and his chief permanent official. ~ 

Will India"s senior civil servants from now on abjure 
initiative and responsibility in any important matterj' 
That is a sadly familiar pattern in many Asian ~ 
other countries where, because of a universal horrQF 
of responsibility, public administration is sickeningly 
sluggish. One doubts whether such procedures would 
meet the needs of the world's largest democracy m 
these years of urgency. And how long .can the Indiap 
civil service retain its present quality if its best meJI, 
already so inadequate in. numbers, must face t1$ 
additional strain on their spirit? t 

All in all, there is a formidable bill to be paid f<ir 
Mundhra's million. Mr. Nehru has once again bad ti:> 
take the finance portfolio temporarily into his already 
overfull hands, on the eve of a budget and at a time 
of severe economic strain. The ruling Congress party 
is spattered \lith the mud of scandal; and if it tries 
to shake it off on to the civil,servants, that will merely 
increase their resentment and reduce their value. The 
public has been made uneasy about the conduct of 
those in high places just when it had been brought to 
accept some painful belt-tightening on the strength of 
its faith in their integrity. And the problem of replac
ing Mr. Krishnamachari may prove a baffling one. j 

What successor could snatch up the threads of his 
.negotiations for further financial help in Washington 
and Bonn? A more doctrinaire finance minister could 
very easily lose India its present prospects of foreign 
aid, and, indeed, panic foreign investors in general. A 
"~ound" minister who lacked . TIK' s political skill 
vtgour and status could equally easily lose all grip on 
an impatient public opinion; for public opinion has 
been led to expect near-miracles from the Plan, and 
has lately been squirming under the impact of new 
tax<;<, cuts in imports, and cutbacks in -development 
proJects. It would not seem easy either to bring Mr. 
Desbmukb back or to call Mr. S. l(j. Patil forward: and 
who else could fill the bill? ' . ; 
~e P"?'pect of an intensified foreign exchange 

<:nsiS, a diSenchanted public, a queasy Congress and 
:' bruised and resentful civil service is a gloomy one 
m~eed-and not only for India. A great part of the 
Asian world looks to India for proof that poverty can 
be successfully assailed \\ithout recourse to the com
~nnist techniques of. slave labour, politi<;"l dragoon
mg. and the drowmng out of sufferers cries with 
fanfares of trumpets. And the democratic West needs 
a. de~ocratic Asia-just as Asia needs the West-'if 
ether IS to survive in freedom. · , 

M:rdfully, there is one substantial item on the 
~ed1t s1de of the ledger. Even among IndiariS who 

ve been fasdnated by the M undhra affair in much 
~e same spirit as British newspaper readers relished 
. e. Parker. and Lynaskey tribunals, there has been 
JU~tified pnde in this evidence of the underlying inte
gr£7 of t1~1r country's institutions. The pressure of 
a ee _par 1::-ment and press has led a senior mini~er 
to subJect hunself to a humiliating public inquiry. Mr. 
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Krishnamachari has not been accused of acting for 
personal profit; he is merely held responsible for ill
ad\isedly and in1properly permitting the use, for an 
arguably constructive purpose, of funds which by 
definition should have been deployed solely for the 
benefit of insurance policy holders. The l\1 undhra 
affair may be a blot in India's copybook; but how· 
many of India's neighbours could show a copybook 
clean enough for such a blot to be noticeable? 

Britons, in particular, are apt to pay India the stiff 
compliment of judging events there by higher stand
ards than they apply to other newly independent coun
tries.· To point this out is not to condone laxity or 
impropriety. But it usually takes an exception to 
prove a rule; one recalls how strong an impact on 
general opinion was made by Mr. Dalton's relinquish
ment of the Exchequer ill 1947. The dama!(e done by 
this whole sorry affair to the cause of democratic pro
gress in India and elsewhere should not be underesti
mated, But it should also be recorded that Indian and 
foreign observers alike have seen a classic example 
of how the fierce play of the searchlights of a free 
parliament, a free press, and a free judiciary can reveal 
what even the most powerful politician or official 
would prefer to hide. A high price has had to be paid; 
bitterness \\ill linger in the mouth as well as pride. 
But the respect for truth which is the bedrock of a 
free society can seldom be established without bitter
ness and tribulation. An episode that may do India 
grievous banit can also do it credit. -The Economist 

ABDULLAH TRYING TO GET INDIA OUT OF 
KASHMm 

Srinagar: Is Sheikh Abdullah planning to launch 
a movement to force India out of lliasbmir? People 
here would seem to think so. 

His purpose is also tn convince them of two other 
things: , 

( 1) That Pakistan has given ample proof of its 
secnlarism by not squeezing the Hindus out of East 
Pakistan (be was conveniently silent about the Hindus 
in West Pakistan). . 

( 2) That India's claim to secularism is all hollow. 
~e has,. howev~, not been able to adduce any facts 
m support of hiS contention. 

There is no denying the fact that a deep bitterness 
of spirit h~ got the better of Sheikh Abdullah's ;udg
!"""t: It IS. an unhappy experience for one u:ho had 
11nagrned h&mse/f as the arbiter of depinies of his 
peol?le to find himself deserted by those very people 
ShelkJI A?du?Jah fincls himself in that position totllly. 

It JS this ~1ttemess of spirit-combined with venge
fulness ag_amst .~ose wlio, according to him, have 
brought hJS political eclipse by keeping him behind 
the bars for more than four years-which has sparked 
off the present ":ave of violence on the part of his 
supporters, who mclude the Plebiscite Fronters and 
pro-Pa~stan Political Conference workers. 

s 

That IS the only way in which one can explain the 
recent. attacks on National Conference workers. 

Sh~~~~ Abdullah may, however, disclaim all res
ponsJbdJty on the ground that he did not tell his 
supporters to indulge in violence, and tlmt, when the 
first attack was made, he was actually at home. 

But the facts are against him. 
The first attack followed close on the heels of his 

speech at the Hazaratbal Shrine and his followers had 
come to the mosque armed. 



·What Does It Portent? 

Khrushchev Reaches ·The Pinnacle 
' :.: ·: 

By T. L. \tam 

THE march of events in Soviet Russia since Stalin's 
death in March 1953 recall the struggles within 

the Politburo which followed the death of Lenin and 
the outcome has been the same-the emergence of a 
Second Stalin. 

PEASANT TO PREMIER 

The Uknmian peasant, who was the unknown. head 
of the farm collectivization programme in 1953, has 
reached the pinnacle in the Soviet world in a quarter 
of the time that the revolutionary from Georgia took 
to achieve the same result. 

How did Khrushchev accomplish this miracle? 

COLLECTIVE LEADERSHIP 

On the morrow of Stalin's death, Malenkov was 
the undisputed leader of the party hierarchy. Yet, 
before a meeting of the Supreme Soviet could confirm 
him as Chairman of the Council of Ministers (Pre
mier), a meeting of the Central Committee of the 
Communist Party was held in which he "resigned" as 
party secretary in favour of Khrushchev: At this time 
Khrushchev was not given the title of First Secretary, 
and ranked only fifth or sixth in the hierarchy. This 
was interpreted as the first indication of the adoption 
of the "collective leadership" doctrine, under which 
no single person would be allowed to hold all the 
reins of power in his hands as had Stalin. It also 
implied an intention· to limit the party machine to a 
secondary role. 

But Khrushchev, like Stalin, used the party as a 
stepping stone to power. Let us follow his upward 
march. 

.FmST STEP 

'!h~ first step was the removal of La,Tenti Beria, 
ch1ef of the Secret Police. In the first few months 
after Stalin's death, Beria steadily increased his power. 
This may have alarmed Maleukov. It certainly alarm
ed the party and the am1y. Beria had, therefore, to 
go. Thauks to the hackiug of both the party a':'d the 
army, the operation was smoothly eHected m the 
summer of 1953. 

PARTY ON TOP 

The initiative was now taken by the party, ,tmder 
the leadership of the wily and more "ideological" 
Khrushchev. The party now moved forward to re
assert its former position. "Collective Leadership" 
took on a new meanif)g, the control of the party over 
all branches of the State apparatus, in accordance with 
the traditional Leninist doctrine. The far-seeing 
Khrushchev formed an alliance between the party 

j . 
jnachine and the political commissars and party "gene
~als" in the army. whom the party had put there to 
ensure the army s loyalty. 
~ During the nineteen months between the fall of 
Beria and that of Malenkov, the bloc, thus formed 
J:>y K:hrushchev, systematically undermined Malenkov's 
position, and down-graded the secret police. The 
fall of Beria was followed by his and his principal 
associates' execution in December 1953 after a secret 
trial. 

MALENKOV'S "RESIGNATION'' • 
\ 
\ The stage was thus set for Malenkov's "resignation" 
at the meeting of the Central Committee of the Com
munist Party in January 1955. At one time it was 
touch and go for Khrushchev but he won in ·the end. 
Khrushchev charged Malenkov, Molotov, Kaganovitch 
and Shepilov with forming an anti-party group in 
Moscow, with ranrilications all over Russia. Admitting 
clefeat, they "confessed" that they indeed had plotted 
fo upset Khrushchev and his programme. Marshal 
Zhukov's pledge of the Red Army's support clinched 
victory for Khrushchev, in return for which Zhukov 
was promoted as a full member of the Presidium. 
; Nothing like this coup of Khrushchev has ever bap
bened before or since in the Soviet Union. In one 
lightning stroke, five (the four mentioned above and 
Pervukhin, (Economic Planner) out of the eleven 
members of the Presidum were thrown out of office. 
All the five were distinguished and famous commu
nists, who had done more than any other five inen 
for the present economic development of Russia. . . 
' IDSTORIC 20TH CONGRESS 

f. 
I Then came the historic Soviet Communist Party's 
',I"wentieth Congress in February 1956. The most 
n>ectacular development at this meeting was a de
nunciation of the cult of the individual and the de
thronement of the once omnipotent dictator of tl1e 
USSR, Joseph Stalin. Speaking with a confidence 
born out of consciousness of power, Khn~shchev startl
ed his audience and the world by asserting that Com
munists do not necessarily stand for the violent over
ihrow of the capitalist order; that "co-operation with 
social democrats" is possible and essential, and that 
fhe concept of "separate paths to socialism" was com
pletely acceptable from the. Marxist-Leni?ist po~t. of 
view thus in effect approvmg an erstwhlie deVIation 
for ~hich many a dedicated Communist paid with his 
.life. 

"GREATEST GENIUS ON EARTH" 

· The depths to 'which Stalin pushed and buried can 
Jnly be fathomed by recalling the incredible heights 
to which he was raised during his lifetime. The 
~greatest genius on earth," "great architect of Com-
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munism," "wise teacher and leader," "inspirer of our 
glorious ,.;ctories "-these. are but a few of the pan! 
gyrics showered upon him. · 

EXIT SOVIET'S No. 1 HERO ,. 
• 

Khrushchev now had only one rival left-Marshal 
Zhukov-the So\'iet's No. 1 National Hero. Wheii 
Zhukov issued instructions to his army Commanders 
to put the military first and the party second, ~ 
cllev retaliated by infiltrating tlie armed forces \vtth 
more and better party agents. Khrushchev's propa
ganda machine attacked Zhukov for his foreign "ad
ventures," and accused him of "insufficient apprecia
tion of party principles." l 

Early in November 19;,1 when Zhukov, retorned 
from a tour of Yugosla\'ia, he had to face a trial before 
the Central Committee of the Communist Party. 
Thou~h the hero of World War II battled desperately, 
the O<lds were heavily against him, and finally he 
succumbed, muttering "I admit my mistakes. I giVe 
my promise .... to eliminate fully my shortcomings,~ 

THE FINAL STEP ~ 
Ha\'ing thus disposed of Zhukov, Khrushchev was 

.sitting at the top, but there was one thing lacldng. 
He was not the de facto head of the State. Why 
should he not be the Premier as well as the First Secre
tary of the party like Stalin? Bulganin, who replaced 
:\lalenkov as Premier, was his nominee. Nothing more 
easy than to get him to step down, and so on March 
27, 1958, just live years after Stalin's death, Khrush
chev established his undisputed one-man control over 
the So\'iet world. 

machine and arms industries, accustomed to top prio- · 
rity suddenly found themselves in procurement diffi-
culties. • · 
· A clear decision was, therefore, called for on the 

question how far the promise of more consumer goods 
should be allowed to affect the long-term pattern of 
So\'iet investment. This was the issue over wh(ch 
Khrushchev succeeded towards the end of 1954 in 
forming a common front with the army. The pro
gramme of this front was to restore the clear priority 
for heavy industry at the cost of disavowing some of 
Malenkov's "new course" promises. Once the party 
and army came to an agreement, Malenkov's fate was 
sealed. Little wonder, he submitted without a light. 

NO CHANGE 

Under Khrushchev's one-man rule, we can expect 
little change in the basic approach to economic deve
lopment in the U.S.S.R. A preponderant share of the 
national income will continue to be poured into in
dustrial capital and heavy armaments, instead of be
ing devoted to the needs of the population for better 
supply of food, daily necessities, clothing and housing. 

PEACEFUL CO-EXISTENCE 

So\'iet foreign policy is an integral part of Com· 
munist policy as a whole. In 1\laleukov's "new course," 
the international measures were skilfully blended with 
propaganda propounding the desirability and advant· 
ages of peaceful co-existence. As pointed out earlier, 
Maleukov's successors abandoned the new economic 
policy at home. On the other hand, they have con
tinued the ·~ew course" in foreign policy bec;mse it 
gave them time to consolidate their position at home 
while wooing new friends and allies abroad. One of 
their main objectives appears to be to avoid war. 
They therefore decided on relaxation of East-West 
tension. In Europe, their main aim is to preserve 
the status quo-to perpetuate the di\'ision of Germany 
and to bold on to their European possessions. 

With th~ir European rear secure, they have been 
concentrating on extending their inRuence in other 
parts of the ~orld, principally the Middle East and 
South-east As1a. · There is no reason to think that 
Khrushchev's \'iews on foreign policy will be any 
d1ff~rent. The tone of diplomacy may vary from time 
to time but the policies themselves can vary little. 

NEW TECHNIQUE PRESERVES BLOOD 

Whole blood may now be kept indefinitely because 
of a '.'e": de~p-freeze technique. Blood is sprayed 
?nil, liqmd mtrogen and is frozen so quickly that salt 
m e blood cannot cause a harmful chemical reaction 
on the red blood cells. 
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A new portable refrigerator maintains the minos 
3~ deg. Fahrenheit temperature for 23 days with a 
o,ngleedcharge of liquid nitrogen. The blood is quickly 

aw ~d reconstituted when needed. 
Accordmg to the inventor of the technique Dr. 

!!f'o~d ~ Mh?'Y"'an of the U.S. Naval Research Insti· 
't e md as •dn~ton, D.C., "it is as fresh as the day 
1 was onate . 



India And Middle East 
By Sumant S. Bankeshwar 

llflDDLE East is a subject about which public 
1l opioion in India is very little affected. Big 
events, such as the United Arab State formed by Col. 
Nasser and the rivalry between the West and the East, 
specially USA and USSR, are not at all seen in their 
proper perspective. The reason probably is that there 
is a very great gap in our knowledge of the facts about 
the Middle East. The Middle East has bulked very 
large as a geographical expression, but about the 
political happenings in this troubled area, very little 
is known. And yet, the Middle East is right on our 
doorstep, and the main sea lane of communications, 
the Suez Canal and Red Sea with practically the 
whole of the trade of the Western world passes 
through the Middle East. What happens there is 
of profound consequence to. India, as became appa
rent duriog the Suez crisis, and it is in the light 
of this importance that India's foreign policy, 
her policy of no!'-alignment and more positively, her 
adherence to what we like to call Panchashila, have 
to be examined. Any profitable discussion of the 
situation must be based upon a knowledge of facts, 
and such know ledge has to be fostered by an intelli
gent interest in the study of the many cross-eurrents 
in this area of the world so that we shall all he the 
better equipped to understand what is happening in 
the countries which are our immediate neighbours. 
That part today constitutes one of the troubled spots of 
the world with the oil and power rivalries of US and 
USSR orl one hand and nascent, Arab nationalism 
that is fist developing ioto Pan-Islam on the other .. 

Our present foreign policy stems from a wrong 
readin~ of the history of aggressive Islam, as well as 
its modem version of mthless materialist fanatic Com
munism. While at least some of our responsible 
leaders and a section of our press are slowly realising 
the dangers ioherent in our pro-Soviet foreign policy, 
nobody seems to appreciate the menace to the free
dom and democracy of India of Pan-Islam latent in 
Pan-Arabism which is no less dangerous than inter

·national Communism, if not more. 
A THREAT TO OUR INDEPENDENCE 

Realisation of President Nasser's dream of building 
an empire of Muslims from Morocco to Indonesia will 
be the greatest threat to our national independence. 
The whole Muslim world is now looking fo..Ward to 
Nasser for leadership. Saudi Arabia also is now re
ported to have decided to join the united Arab Re
public of Egypt and Syria. 

Now that India is on friendly terms with both com
munist China and Russia, and because they know well 
that America is sure to come to our rescue, if they 
attempt to annex India, there is no immediate danger 
to our freedom, from international communism. But 
if we were to be attacked by aggressive Pakistan, no 
power bloc would intervene in favour of us. The 
only country which may be considered as our depen
dable ally is Israel, whose freedom is equally threat
ened by aggressive Pan Islamism. Under these cir-
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'cumstances, why should India hail Nasser's move to 
.:consolidate all Islamic countries under his leadership? 
. Wh)' should we support the aggressive Pan-Islamic 
·policy of the ambitious Egyptian dictator against our 
ally Israel? Moreover Israel is not a theocratic fana
tic State as the Arab nations, includiog Egypt are. 
• Further, '!!though Pakistan was clearly an aggressor 
'in Kashmir, Egypt has so far not supported India on 
the question of Kashmir. Our foreign policy must be 
strictly based on reciprocity and guided by enlighten
ed 'national self-ioterest. The immediate danger to 
·our freedom comes from Pan-Islam although our po
tential enemy is international communism. 
• Israel's action against Egypt in 1956 was unani
mously condemned by all in India without making 
any attempt to know the facts. What are the facts? 
Was the Israeli action against Egypt, an unprovoked 
aggression on "peaceful and ionocent" Egypt? 

DID ISRAEL COMMIT AGGRESSION? 

t· Can we alford to forget the attack in 1948, of seven 
i\rab nations comprising a population of 40 millions, 
on a newly established state of Israel, comprisiog a 
population of less than two millions, the bellicose out
bursts of Nasser and his repeated threats to liqnidate 
Israel, and dump all the Jews into the Arabian Sea, 
the repeated violations of the armistice lioe by Egypt 
and her Arab allies, Nasser's military pacts with Syria, 
Saudi Arabia and Jordan, and his establishment of 
a joint command with these countries, his piling up 
of arms and ammunition, the military aid from the 
rommunist countries, and his preparations for a final 
showdown with Israel which Israel could have igQor
ed only at her peril? 
· Was not Israel continuously harassed by the Arab 
nationas? Did not Egypt consider herself to be in a 
state of war with Israel? Can you even technically 
call the Israeli action in Egypt "aggression" when 
Egypt bad considered herself to be in a state. of ~ar 
'with Israel all the time? Was not the Israeli action 
'in Egypt in 1956 just a counter-offensive and a ~on
tinuation of a war-declared by seven Arab nations 
against Israel in 1948? . 
, Mr. Nehru's fears, expressed recently, that Israel 
might again start war io the Middl<: East ~e totally 
unfounded. His whole _pro-Egyptian policy stems 
from his desire not to offend the Muslim sentiment 
in India and he is deliberately distorting facts in 
order to' blacken Israel; his pro-Egyptian policy is 
onlv an extension of the age-old Congress policy of 
appeasing and pampering the Muslim minority_ in 
India, which led to the partition of the continent mto 
}lharat and Pakistan. 
·' If our lenders are not saiots but diplomats, an~ 
]overs of freedom and democracy, we sboul_d culti
vate friendship with Israel and the democratic coun
tries of the West led by America, as a counterweight 
to t11e Islamic and Communist menace to the freedom 
of India. 
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The Election In Russia 

SOVIET Russia aiso has,gone through an election:; 
to "elect" tl1e Supreme Soviet, sometimes coD>' 

pared to the Parliament in India and other democratfc 
countries. The election in Russia has been however 
different from anything knowo in that respect to the 
non-totalitarian world, not only in that the votes polled 
have been of the highest percentage, but that nQt 
even one candidate put UJ? by the Communist Party . 
and what they call workc'n organisations has been 
defeated. The si~cance of this fact becomes fully 
understandable when one recalls that in a democratroo 
country no ruling pr :; can ever hope to have such 
a remarkably gratifying outcome of a · popular vote. 
For instance, duriP;,;. the last General Election in India, 
despite the unparalleled popularity of its leader, the 
Indian National Congress not only lost coosituencies 
hut a whole Stat~. The reason for the setbacks tn 
mlin~ parties in the non-totalitarian countries, is 
simple. The ruling parties in democratic countries 
can boast of nothing comparable to what the Com
~unist govemme~ts have, a peculi":'" J.><>litical mec~c 
msm and the pohce,-to effect unamnuty. ·; 

A glimpse of how "election" is organised in the 
Soviet Union or in any other Communist country can 
illustrate this distinction beyond a shadow of doubt. 
To begin with, it would be useful to remember that 
though every adult person in the Soviet Union has 
the right to vote, this is deliberately prevented from 
being rellected in the composition of the Supreme 
Soviet. For there is unequal representation for cities 
and villages, the latter numercially having fewer re
presentatives than the former though sixty per cent 
of Russia's population still ekes out its living from 
agriculture. This device was adopted to ensure the 
dominant role of the proletariat i.e. the city popula
tion. And then the Communist Party prepares a single 

DID YOU KNOW .•. 
j 

list of candidates and tl1e voters are authorized only 
to say "yes" or "no" to the official nominees. In prac
tice it has been seen tl1at if an area shows tl1e hardi
hood of rejecting an official nominee, it runs the risk 
of being dubbed and punished as a hotbed of "re
actionaries" and saboteurs. As for the unusually high 
percentage of voting, the reason is again simple. 
Failure to record one's vote is a criminal offence. 
These two provisions in Soviet constitutional J.)ractice 
bring in the police as the decisive factor in the Com
munist Party's seemingly eternal popularity. 

Mr. Nhrushchev, who cleverly synchronized his un
usually lengthy letter to a London weekly with thv 
election in Russia, has among otl1er tl1ings waxed elo
quent on the superiority of what he would call Sovie 
do:mocracy to' capitalist democracy. His publicislt 
and tireless apologists mention the role of trade union!. 
in shaping the list of candidates put up for electiob. 
But they have conveniently omitted to mention that 
Paragraphs 126 and 141 of the 1936 Constitution itself 
lay dowo that the prerogative ·shall always remain 
\vith. the Communist Party as the leading nucleus of 
all the workers' organisation, whether State or social 
org311isatioos. 

It is curious how dictatorships of all hues come to 
adopt identical means to perpetuate themselves. Mus
solini, for instance adopted the same procedure in 
Fascist Italy. There too it was the Fascist Grand 
Council that prepared the single list of candidates 
with the injection to voters to do no more than say 
yes or no to the candidates .. We wonder if tl1e Con
gress Party in India could not parade itself as the sole 
custodian of democracy if it would adopt a similar 
strategem. But it would cease to be a democratic 
party. 

• 
By Scio 

'.,.,,II· 

Experts say the number of possible 
ways of p_layi?g the first 10 moves · concentration camps as re· 
on each s•de m a game of chess is for the Hungarian freedom 

Historians say Nero, the Romnn 
emperor, was ncnr·sightcd. \Vhcn 
watching L'Ombats in the Coliseum 
he held a CODL'UVC emcrnld to his 
eye. This is believed to be the 
forerunner of modem ey!!glasses. 

169, 518, H2.9, l~, 5444HJO,OOO,· revolt, 3m are said to he young 
000,000,000, On th1s basis,it would schoolgirls 
take all of the J>eOple on !hi\ lace · 
of the earth. playing w;th,.,t '\,;. 
sat1on 217,000,000,000 yean 
make all the moves. . 
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A lflanifesto For You To Sign · 

Abolish Caste By Legislation 
By S. Ramanathan -

A manifesto demanding the abolition of caste by legislation has been Issued over the signatures 
of S. Ramanathan, founder, Indian Rationalist Association and ex-Minister, Government of Madras, 
Sant Ram, President, Jat. Pat Thorak Mandai, Punjab, R. B. Lotwalla, President, Indian Liber
tarian Social Institute, Bombay, Kallash Chandra, Founder, All-India Inter-caste Marriage Associa
tion, Kanpur, A. Gupta, advocate, Patna, V. K..Pavithran, Seeretary Ali-Cochin Inter-marriage 
Association, Emakuiam and B. M. Singh, Calcutta. . ' 

Rationalists and Libertarians are requested 1\) send ·in their signatures to s. Ramanathan, 
Indian Rationalist Association, 9 Broadway, Madras or to the Secretary, Libertarian Social 
Institute, A.rya Bhuvan, Sandburst Road, Bombay 4. 

COLOUR PREJUDICE 

CASTE is the most important problem that confronts 
the people of India to-day. It is chronic in the 

South where caste animosities run deep. The ancient 
word for caste is Varna which.means colour. What
ever may be i_ts ramifications and the complexities of 
~ts mamfestallons, the problem of caste is basically 
related to colour, the differences in the pi~mentation 
of the skin caused b)' variations in the climates in 
which people live. The caste problem, therefore, is 
not peculiar to India and at the present moment it is 
acute in all the continents of the world. It has assum
ed ~erious proportions in North America and in South 
Africa. Althou~h the problem is world wide and 
has existed since the b~innin~ of human history, it 
~as assumed special si~nificance in this country where 
•t ·has ceased to be related to the natural prejudice 
based on the colour of the skin but has been elevated 
into a religion. Caste differences ori~inally based 
on colour were sou~ht to be exploited by certain peo
ple who for convenience in exploitation reduced it to 
a principle and divorced it from colour. They called 
that principle Dharma in those days. To-day it is the 
central doctrine in the Hindu religion. While origi
nally the hi~hest classes mi~ht have been fair skinned 
and the lowest classes might have been of darker hue, 
th~ practical result of the co-existence of people whose 
skinS were of different shades of grey, living in neigh
bouring houses, coming across each other in the places, 
at festivals, in temples, in crowds, as shop keepers 
and customers, as masters and servants, with all the 
actual involvements of social inter-course, have tend
ed to bring about an admixture of blood with the con
sequent admixture of colour. To-day, therefore, the 
percentage of people with dark skin in the topmost 
~ste is the same as the percentage in people belong
m~ to the lowest caste. With this disappearance of 
the differentiation in colour, normally speaking, caste 
should have disappeared. 

BECOMES A RELIGION 

But the class of exploiters intent upon dividing the 
Pijople and profiteering by such division would not 
• ow caste to die a natural death. They revived it 

on the fiction that merit is hereditary. Whatever may 
be the colour of his skin, a person born in the Brahmin 
caste, Le., of a Brahmin mother, was said to be en
dowed with superior mental powers; similarly a per
son born in the Kshatria caste i.e., of a Kshatria mo
ther, was said to possess superior physical strength 
and so on in regard to the Vaisyas and the Sudras. 
lt is this erection into a religious dogma of what once 
was a mere colour prejudice that gives caste its pre
sent strength and resilience, its abilil)' to survive the 
·ravages of time, to withstand the onslaughts of poli
.tical and economic revolutions. If caste were a mere 
social or economic structure, it would have disappear
ed long ago. Because it is a principle, a religion, dt 
has survived through thousands of years of India's 
history. Its outward manifestations change. But the 
jnner core remains for ever. 

AND IT STILL FLOURISHES 

It is a common belief that such external features as 
the prohibition relating to inteJ>odining or to toucha
bility are essential to caste. But history has proved 
that these distinctions have changed from time to time 
.without materially affecting the structure of caste. If 
1caste were merely based on such external features, it 
would have died out with the social changes brought 
about b)' modern means of communication. To-day 
practically all the castes including those branded as 
untouchables, inter-dine at the public restaurants. 
They all travel together in the same railway compart
ments. They bathe in the same tanks. In the cities 
they occupy flats or portions in the same houses. But 
nevertheless caste is not dying. On the contrary, it 
is becoming more and more rigid and is finding violent 

, expression in all spheres of life, in schools and colleges, 
in the professions, in employment in Government and 
public institutions, in trade and commerce, above all 
in politics, in the elections, in the fight for the loaves 
and fishes of office and in the constitution of Ministers. 
It is a false belief sedulously inculcated by interested 
persons that caste is dying because of the growth of 
education which has brought about the growth of · 
self-consciousness among the low castes, an awareness 
of the rights and privileges due to them but so long 
denied to them. Caste feeling is growing stronger 
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amon" the hi"her castes because of the sense of dan
ger ahead and the pos~ibility of forcible deprivation. 
of privileges so long en)O)'ed. 

' FOREIGN ADVENT BENIFICENT ~~ 

Forei~ advent was a liberalising fon:e- The M~ 
Jim conquest gave the underdogs of Indians an oppor; 
tunity tu embrace Islam and escape from the thraldom 
of caste, though later it gave ris~ .to the problem '.'~ 
Hindu-Muslim conflict. The Bntish came to Indi~ 
to exploit the country. But they brought with th~ 
ideas of democracy and social equality which . were 
forei!'ll to the Hindu tradition and were eneffiles ·of 
the .;;;,te system. The imposition of th~ English rulers 
for selfish purposes did, as a matter of fact, opened 
out a window on the progress of the world, gave access 
to a know)edae of modern science and technology 
and paved the ;.,.y for the growth of industries leading · 
to the urbanisation of the country. Caste was on the 
decline during the British rule. But the exigenci~ 
of an international situation brought about by the 
World War No. 2, with its threat of the spread of 
Communism in India, forced the British to leave the 
country handing over power to the higher castes. With 
the advent of Independence, reaction has set in and 
caste is once more on the ascendant. ·. 

personality. He lived his life in th,e li~;ht of his ~imited 
Jmowled<'e and in accordance With 1dens which are 
dated. '\Ve are living in a new age and we should 
stril.:e out new paths to traverse the new regions which 
are opening out before us .. We should have the co~
age to differ from Gandhi and to go beyond him. 
After all Gandhi was not a God. He was a human 
being and liable to ~rr. Much of th~ charm ~f ~is ,Per-

. sonatity was due h1s frank confessiOns of hiS Hima
layan blunders." The revivalist turn he gave to Indian 
Nationalism turned the people's attention away from 
science and progress and made them hanke_r for a 
return to an imaginary golden past. He miXed up 
politics and religion. The Ram Dhun he conducted 
,at political meetin~ led, to the division of ~he country 
and the creation ol Pakistan. The undue nnportance 
he gave to the Hindi language, his att<:m~t to f~ist 

POLIT~CIANS POSTPONE REFORM • 
Side by side with the longing for liberation from the 

foreign yoke, English education stimulated the desire 
to abolish the caste system. But these two liberal 
tendencies did not work in harmony. Originally the 
Indian National Congress and the Social Reform Con
ference were convened by the same persons and met 
in the same pandal But soon there was a rivalry. 
While the Congress claimed priority for political free
dom over social emancipation, the Cooference claimed 
priority for the latter over the former. The latest phase 
of this conflict was evident in the divergence of views 
between persons like Rabindranath Tagore who em
phasised the priority of the need for social emancipa
tion, and those led by Mahatma Gandhi who laid 
exclusive stress on political liberty. Gandhi won the 
battle against Tagore with the tragic results we are 
<~.U witness to. . 

GANDW SUPPORTED CASTE 

In his earlier days, Gandhi believed in caste in all 
its crudity. But later on when that position became 
untenable, he changed his allegiance to the doctrine 
of Vamashrama which is the theory behind the caste 
system_. He clai':"ed support for caste in -the Bhaga
vad G1ta. He S3ld that the famous stanza in the Gita 
where Krishna claims to have created the four castes 
based on Guna and Karma referred to Gunas or charac
t""!stics which could only be inherited ·and not ae7 
qurred. He scotched the liberal trend in Hindu so
ciety which tried to make caste more elastic. We 
venerate Gandhi's memory as that of one of the great
est teach~ of the world who in modern times gave 
fre;;h meanmg to the message of Buddha-ahimsa-no 
voil~ce . and, love. That element in Gandhi's per
sonality IS still of world-wide significance in this age 
of national hatreds tending to total destruction of 
humamty, But there is also a darker side to Gandhi's 
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it as the national language upon non-Hmd1-speaking 
people, led to the present linguistic fanaticism which 
threatens to divide India still further. 

BACK TO THE PAST 

The greatest disservice Gandhi did to the masses 
of people inhabiting this sub-continent was his fanatic 
revival of the dead industry of the spinning wheel, 
which is wholly out of place in modem industrial life. 
The philosophy behind this revivalism is that it is good 
to go back to the so-called spiritualism of the past 
and avoid the evil materialism of the present. What • 
was this golden past?-people living in isolated vil
lages, each village sub-divided into separate clusters 
of huts, each such cluster inhabited by separ11te castes 
practising its own individual industry alloted to it by 
the caste rule. The craving to go back to such a past 
by Gandhi was intimately connected with his rejee7 
lion of modern machine civilisation which was fast 
destroying caste. Modern tel!hnology and mechanised 
industries create the cities and subvert the caste sys
tem. What other way is open to an advocate of caste 
than to ask people to abandon ·the cities, boycott 
machinery and go back to the villages to spin and to 
practise village industries so as to make it easy for 
them to fall a prey to caste? If, therefore, we dis
approve of caste we have to give up not only Khadi 
and the allied village industries but also the mentality 
responsible for the revival of these dead industries 
which were the outward expression of the caste prin
ciple. 

' BOLSTERING UP KBADI 

The industrial build-up of India under the Five Year 
Plans inaugurated by Pandit Nehru with their em
phasis on mechanised heavy industries is therefore a 
deliberate tum back from the Gandhian ideology. But 
the exigencies of politics bave compelled Pandit Nehru 
to compromise with the orthodox Gandhites and two 
hundred crores of the poor man's money is being wast
ed under the Second Five Year Plan for the purpose 
of bolstering up Khadi and other dead industries. All 
this money is intended to restore the dominance 
of ~te rule in this country. The irony of it 
~ •s .that the .very people responsible for elfect
mg this restoration talk glibly at public meetings of 
the necessity to abolish the caste system) If we sin· 
cerely desire to be saved from caste rule we must 
ur~anise the villages, bring the amenities' of roads, 
bndges, motor transport, electricity, water supply, 
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drainage, schools, hospitals etc. to ,the mral parts and 
transform the country into a vast garden city worked 
by the power of modem science and technology with 
machinery, automation and other latest devices. 

. will not make it go. Caste is too deeply entrenched 
in the lives of the people. The uprooting of caste in
volves the uprooting and the transplantation of every 
individual family in the country. Such a tra~forma
tion involves a social revolution. Any such revolution 

FREEDOM NOT FOR THE MASSES entails heavy sacrifice. If we are serious about abo-
. . · lishing caste we should not shrink from payiog the 

No problem more Important than caste faces post-, price. Revolutions are in the nature of wars and in 
Independence Ir~dia. The power that has been wrest- ;, war we cannot count the cost. In warfare valuable 
ed from the foreigner has not pe':""lated to the masses _ young lives may be lost in thousands, even millions. 
but_ has been dammed. ~nd m•s_u~ed by the ~astes Nevertheless wars are fought because the objectives 
w_luch h~ve always occup•~ a pnVI!eged place m the to be gained are believed to be worthy of attainment 
hie~ar~1al struc~e of Hmdu soc•_ety. ~nless and . even at such heavy sacri(ice. What war is more im
un~I. thiS obstructio~ to the flo~ of hberty IS removed, · portan~ for the attainment of happiness by the people 
political freedom Will be a chimera. The self-same .:~f India than the war against caste? What sacrifices 
people who_ insisted u~n the priority of political free-·:; will be too great if the millions of people in this coun
dom to soc1al freedom m pre-Independence days and ; try find a way to overcome the curse that has infested 
asserted that social freedom would inevitably follow · their lives for thousands of years? All other problems 
in the wake of political freedom, now obstruct the . pale into insignificance before this problem of prob
achievement of social freedom by raising the new Iems. 
slogan of economic advancement. · Social progress is · The methods we advocate for abolishing caste do 
side-tracked by the cry for economic betterment. The '. not involve violence or warfare. There will be no 
Five Year Plan is the new rage and it is now asserted · shedding of blood. But we do not pretend that we 
that we should concentrate upon the economic up- shall not hurt the sensibilities of/eople long inured 
liftment of the people to the exclusion of all else. to certain habits of thinking an to certain expec
'fhe theory is advanced that social freedom will follow tations in life, especially in the intimacies of family 
in the reform of economic freedom. Even as social . life. Our remedy will hurt certain classes of people 
reform was side-tracked under British rule with the ; who take a pride in their birth, in their so-called social 
cry of priority for political freedom, social reform .' status, of belonging to certain families, to certain su
is again side-tracked in post-Independence India by l perior groups, to certain "high" castes. 
the new slogan that economic reform should have pri- : 
ority over social reform. But the fact is ignored that . AMEND THE CONSTITUTION 
the same reactionary social system which prevented ~ 
political freedom from percolating to the masses will ; We insist upon certain alterations in the legal set
also preverit economic freedom from reaching the ~ up which are necessary for the attempt to abolish 
people. . caste to succeed. First and foremost is the need to 

CASTE DEFEATS FIVE YEAR PLAN 
1 amend the Constitution which, as it stands, is heavily 

weighted in favour of caste. Part Til of the Consti
: tution which relates to "Fundamental rights" puts 

The Five Year Plan is a piffie compared to the : caste on the same pedestal as r-ace, religion, sex, place 
mighty potentialities of the war against caste. The : of birth and other features which should not be dis
protest is raised all over the country against tl1e de- criminated against in any system of natural justice. 
fects in the Plan frame, against the widespread corrup- •. The Constitution seeks to abolish "untouchability" and 
!ion and nepotism practised by those entrusted with . "titles" but it ignores the evil in caste. On the con
its implementation. All these various failures can be trarv, the Constitution has given recognition as well 
traced to one universal source, tl1e original sin of caste. ' as protection to caste. We urge that in Article 15 the 
Government appointments go to the sons and sons- · word "caste" should be eliminated and in Article 17 
in-law of those who constitute the appointing autl10- • the word "caste" should be substituted fo~ the word 
rity. Government contr-.1cts go to the cousins, nephews • "untouchability" in both thejlaces where •t ace"!'. 
and kinsmen of the contracting authority. Licences Let us recognise once an for all that there •.s no 
and privileges are distributed only to caste men. In · untouchability whatever apart from c""!<;· Caste_ ttself 
such a ·set-up no amount of skill in planning and no ~ is only a graded system of untou0ab•~ty. It IS ~he 
amount of expenditure money will bring fulfiilment · tragic failure of Gandhi to recognise th1s truth wluch 
to the Plan.. We should create the atmosphere for has led to the confusion and the social conflicts pre
the success of planning. Such an atmosphere will . valent in India to-day. It may be that there would 
not come into being unless and until caste is abo- ' be no Hindu religion if caste is abolished, and if _the 
lished, · religion does get abolished in the process of abohsh-

SHOUTERS NOT SINCERE , ing caste, the people of India should not flinch from 
such a state of affairs. 

Mere verbal condemnation of caste does not help . Though a lot of propaganda ~s being carried on_that 
but only accentuates the problem. The people who · India is a Secular State, ~e~e ts no frank re:?gruho'! 
are harangued know in their hearts that tile shouters '. of that fact in the Constitution: !IJe word secular 
are not sincere. Those who are loud against caste on ' does not find a place anywhere m 1t. In the J?.reambl~ 
the platforms do not really want caste to go. They · to the Constitution, we insist that the word secular 
wish merely to remain on the safe side by mouthing . be inserted after the word "sovereign" and bef~lfe !he 
convenient slogans. The real remedy must have some , word "democratic" so as to put an end to the qmb~hn_g 
relation to the nature of the disease. Mere platform · indulged in by certain eminent persons that India IS 

oratory that caste is an evil and tl,mt caste should go : after all Hindudom. 
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ABOLISH ENDOGAMY 

Endogamy is of the essence of caste. T~is is ~droit
ted bv aU scientists and schol:us who have mvestigated 
this problem. Caste can be abolished only by prohi..C: 
biting endogamy. To-day every marriageable youth; 
in this country looks for his or her mate within hisi 
caste, a narrow restricted circle, 'Endogamy is the rule 
within this restricted circle which is a small minority'. 
and a choice from among the vast majority of the peo-' 
pie around is denied to youth. We propose that thisi 
endogamy be enforced which widens the choice of at 
mate to the entire population, barring only that small': 
part to which be or she was formerly restricted. ' 

BY LEGISLATION 

While we frankly dislike even this point one per cent 
prohibition, we would urge the youth of India to consi
der it as a war measure and put up with it for one 
generation; for the next generation of children horn 
in this country, if our measure is adopted, would be 
born of parents of different castes and would them
selves he free from caste. A desperate sitoation invites 
a desperate remedy. If the country is in danger, the 
youth has to llock to the field of battle and shed their 
blood. India is in great danger at the present moment, 
not from a foreign external enemy but from an in
herent internal social tyranny, which has heaped 
shame upon our people, and has brought down our 
devoted heads the contempt and ridicule of·the whole 
world. Indians as a race are looked down upon and 
treated as inferiors in the comity of Nations because 
we have tolerated caste in our history for thousands 

We demand the enactment of a special Act to prohi- of years. We shall not be able to hold up our heads 
bit marriages between persons belonging to the same and walk erect before our fellow ·human beings unless 
caste. We dislike the word "prohibitionn and we and until we shed the caste system. No price is too 
frankly recognise the justice of the criticism that may' big, no sacrifice too great for the achievement of such 
be levelled against our proposal that it would curtail an objective. The remedy that we propose, although 
the liberty of the individual citizen to seek his or her irksome and acting as a restraint upon our liberties for 
own mate in marital life. But our reply to the criti- a short while, will ultimately liberate the roots of our 
cism is that our proposal does not in any way diminish lives from the 4ateful virus which has poisoned our 
the quantum of any existing liberty. On the contrary; social fabric during many millennia. ' ' 
it .increases that quantum. On the most liberal esti- We demand of the Government and the Parliament 
mate, the strength of a community within which mar~.. of India that they should take early steps to pass legis- . 
riage is now permissible is about one thousandth of lation as indicated herein and immobilise the many 
the population. As a matter·of fact, therefore, there· fissiparous tendencies of communalism, linguism and 
is a social prohibition against the choice of one's mate regionalism that threaten to smash India to smithe
from 99.9 per cent of the population. While we seek reens. 
to prohibit the choice from one thousandth of th& We call upon the people in all the States to hold 
pop~ation, the present caste system prohibits the' public meetings and pass resolutions reiterating this 
chmce from 99.9 per cent of the population. Which demand. 
is the greater prohibition-the one against point one We appeal to the Press to co-operate with us in this 
per cent that we p~opose or the one against 99.9 per patriotic effort by affording due publicity. 
cent that now obtams under the caste system? Which . We invite all who support the cause to append their 
is the greater restraint on love and individual liberty? . signatures to this manifesto. . ,· 

----------------------------~Cmherek---------------------~-------

Signnture Address 

!.. ............................................ .. 
• •••••••••••• 0 •• 0 ••••• 0 ............ 0 0 0 •• 0 •••••••• 

• • • • 0 •••••• , •• 0 •••••••• 0 • 0 •• 0 • ••••••••••••••• 

2 .......................... . 
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What Is Libertarianism ? 

THE PRESERVATION OF LIBERTY has been the 
concern of mankind from the very dawn of his 

existence. As he battled for life and life's better- · 
ment, he must surely have faced constant threats to 
l1is liberty, just as he was confronted with the tides, 
the tornadoes, and pestilences of all sorts. All these 
must have been a part of man's experience from time 
immemorial. 

Prior to any carefully reasoned contemplation of 
such obstructions, mankind must have battled them 
intutively. He must have battled for his liberty, with-· 
out having any deep sense of what liberty really is, 
just as he battled for his existence among the forces of 
nature without knowing precisely and formally the 
laws of natural phenomena. . 

MAN'S NATURE IS ATTUNED TO LIBERTY 

The biological nature of tl1e organism of man is ·in 
harmony with liberty. Biological research has 
revealed that there exists an extreme diversity bet
ween one person and another. Among these infinitely 
variable qualities evidencing the nature of man is . 

. variation in his knowledge and wisdom or in his ig- · 
norance and foolishness. Liberty tends to enthrone. 
knowledge and wisdom: the absence of liberty tends 
to enthrone ignorance and foolishness. Biological re
search brings into focus the independent unitary 
nature of the human organism. Persons are born 
alone as distinctly separate units one at a time. They 
likewise die one at a time as separate units. All-their 
acts in between are as separate units as well, even in 
their cooperative endeavours. An aggregation of any 
sort fails to blend even two persons into nne unit, so 
!eng as there is life in each. Even in panic or any 
like phenomenon where the herd seems to operate as 
a unit, it is entirely individual persons who do all the· 
acting, however much their apparent concert. Every 
collective is an illusory construction. 

LIBERTY DEFINED 

Liberty stems from liber, which means to be free. 
The definition we would propose is: 

LIBERTY IS THE ABSENCE OF COERCION OF 
A HUMAN BEING BY ANY OTHER HUMAN 
BEING: A CONDITION WJ·IERE RESTRICTION 
IS AT A l\IINniU:\1. This definition may lack logi
cal precision. But it is the most practical definition 
we can offer. A t-ondition which is characterised by 
t~e. absence of coercion is liberty. Conversely a con- . 
d1hon in which there is coercion of a human being 
br _another is slavery. As to the latter part of the defi
mtiOn, we do not say it is a condition where there is 
total absence of "restriction", because liberty is related 
to the limitations of action one person may suffer nt 
the ~ands of another person. In ns much ns society 
c_on~l~ts of fallible humans, total absence of 'restric
tiOn. ':' an impossibility. But restriction should be at 
a mtmmum. 

MORALS VERSUS LffiERTY 

It is improper to describe liberty in terms of good 
and bad: in other words, making liberty mean only 
"good" acts. If we do so the determination of what 
is good would then have to be a socialized one in some 
degree. And for us ,libWt;~ians to define liberty 
in such a way that we must accept a socialized con
cept of morals before we can classify an act as one 
of liberty would mean the abandonment of our faith 
in the formulating of our own language. Liberty is 
not a synonym for }ood: any act of. liberty may be 
either good or "evil as another person judges it. 

The concern of morals is to judge acts as either 
good or . evil, right or wrong-moral or immoral. 
Such a judgment has neither place nor meaning ex
cept for acts of choice. A person cannot do right 
except in a situation where there is also the option of 
doing wrong. In other words, moral considerations 
have no place except where liberty exists. A stone is 
confronted with no moral consideration, because as far 
as we know a stone is wholly without choice and 
merely r&lls here and there with the impact of the 
forces of its natural environment. A stone can do no 
right or wrong under its own guidance, because it 
makes no choices-it is incapable of liberty. 

It follows then that no problems of morals can ever 
be resolved by removing liberty, in a degree either 
large or small. To assert that a person or a society of 
persons can be made moral by removing their liberty 
is akin to the policy of the doting mother who said 
that she was not going to let her child go near the 
water until he had learned to swim. Thomas David
son expressed it this way: "That which is not free is 
not responsible, and that which is not responsible is 
not moral. In otl1er words, freedom is the condition 
of morality." 

But liberty will be allowed in society only insofar 
as there is acceptance of the conduct of others. Ac
ceptance may be because of either agreemnt \vith the 
act or tolerance in disagreement. Tolerance in dis
agreement demands acceptance of separate domains 
within which a person is ·allowed to make his mistakes, 
if he does so with what is his rather than with what 
is somebody else's. Here some moral code to guide 
our acts, insofar as acceptance can be attained, is a 
route to peaceful coexistence with one another. And 
for that reason tl1e moral code becomes the concern 
related to the question of maximizing liberty, because 
in tbe absence of such agreement we shall surely take 
liberty away from one another. 

THE RIGHTS OF MAN 

Human ril;hts are not the sort of rights prescribed by 
a political body or by the toleration of one's neigh
hours. What might these human rights be? 

1. The right to life. The most basic human right 
is the right to life itself. It is a righ~ evidenced 
by the way people net. It is evidenced by the 

. way n person stmggles to preserve his own life. 
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~ If one bas the right to life, he then has the right star beyond our reach. This being so, it should give · 
- to sustain life "ith his own time and means, so a hope and purpose for the Libertarian to live by. 

Ion" as in doing so he does not infringe on the If he sets as his star the mere furtherance of liberty 
"' ih rather than its full attainment for the entire world, he 

same right of o ers. . . . 1 ck h d in 1if 3. If one bas the riaht to thus sustam his life, he need never a • ope an purpose e. 
then has the right to have whatever he is able to You cannot repress liberty. If you repress liberty 
produce with his own time and m':""'. 1

1 
in one place you are likely to stimulate it elsewhere, 

4 If he has the right to whatever he IS able to pro- for mao seems to will to be free however much he 
· duce. be then has the right to keep it for any: fumbles the means of its attainment. 

period of time-the right of private property, be, Nor you can lnstitotionalize liberty. You can only 
ed institutionalize its encroachments. Institutional 

has thus earn · ; f th f · )'b ) 5. If be bas the right of priv-a~e prol":rty, he. the?\ devices or e purpose o protecting t erty a ways 
has the right to exchange 1t, sell tt, or gtve it, see~ to have a way of enslaving its ~re~umed benefi
away on any terms acceptable to the recipi~nt., cianes, sooner or later. Perhaps tins IS due to the 
No third party, be it one person or any combma-• fact that the core of liberty, and its hopes, lies deep 
tion of persons, has any right to intercede in the· in the heart and soul of individual man-something 
process or dictate its terms. · institutions can never give, something we cannot dele-

r gate to any institution. 
No libertarian can employ other than purely vouln

tary means to further the cause of liberty. The Liber
tarian method is education, persuasion and demon
stration. In that way, others may be led to reform 
their conduct on behalf of liberty.· 

THE HOPE OF LIBERTY 

• Libertv ebbs and flows, never being fully gained 
and never being fully lost. All history, suggests, in 
any "'-ent, that complete and universal liberty is a-

The Personality 
By Lal 

r 

Cult In India 

--------... --------
I ENDED my last article with tl1e profound' 

observation that neither casteism nor provincial
ism, neither lingnism nor communalism, which Mr.. 
Nehru is always condemning, is a fr.iction as harmful 
as the cult of personality which is now in full swing 
in India. I added that with all their communalism, 
~lr. Jinnah was on the best of terms with Malaviyaji 
and the two were found confabulating in the lobbies 
of the Central Assembly; they had the highest respect 
for each other, they who should have been poles 
apart. 

If I succeed in establishing the proposition that all 
tl10se evils which Mr. Nehru so loudly and so frequent
ly condemns are not a fraction so dangerous as the 
cult of personality he himself pursues, then it will 
follow, as the night follows day, that by condemning 
all these "isms" day in, and day out, Mr. Nehru is draw
ing a red herring across the track of his own cult, so 
that the people may not think of it and come to the 
only possible conclusion that Mr. Nehru is a dangerous 
Pnme MmlSter to have and the sooner they dethrone 
him from his place of power the better it will be for 
the counrty. In fact, if I succeed in establishing the 
thesis beycmd all possibility of doubt, Mr. Nehru's 
condemna~ion of _casteisf!l, provincialism, linguism and 
co!"n:'unalis.m Wlll be hke the thiefs cry of "Thief, 
th1ef to miSlead his pursuers. 

I have sometimes lamented the absence of concent
r~ti.on in the country on the causes that led to the 
Vl':'echon of the land and the foundation of Pakistan 
whtch, when aU is said, was one of the greatest dis: 
asters in our history. If we do not learn from our 
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failures, we shall never learn. As a matter of fact, 
the '"'uses which led to the establishment of Pakistan 
are in operation again, within ten years of the division 
of the country, and if we do not try to remove tl1em, 
we may soon be in again for another division of the 
country. Far from being academic, a study of those 
causes is therefore of immediate interest, unless we 
are to say again, as Congressmen said in and abo11t 
1947. "We were unable to foresee events or antici
pate the future". Those Congressmen are again un
able (I should say, extremely reluctant) to foresee the 
future, as they are too busy pleasing Mr. Nehru and 
trying to get something out of him. After all, they 
have been to jail so many times and feel they should 
go all out to get their reward 

Our battle for freedom developed into a battle 
royal between Mahatma Gandhi and Mr. Jinnah. 
Why? In the answer to that question lies hid en the 
mystery of the creation of Pakistan. It was within 
the bounds of possibility that fanatical Muslim leaders, 
like the Ali Brothers, could have risen in India and 
swept their co-religionists with them into communal 
warfare with the Hindus. But that did not happen. 
Only_ an ignoramus can believe that Mr. Jinnah was 
a fanatic or even a staunch Muslim. In fact propa· 
gandists paid out of Congress funds set apart for the 
Mass Contact programme moved among Muslims in 
U.P. condemning Jinnah for not wearing a beard like 
a true Muslim, for not observing the Ramazan and for 
not saying his Namaz five times a day. This was 
hitting )Jelow the belt and naturally made Jinnah bit
ter agamst the Congress. It is possible that, had he 
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brought this to the notice of Gandhiji, the latter would and practised law there, taking up cases in the Privy 
have put a stop to that kind of propaganda against Council. It is stated that Chmchill tried to persuade 
Jinnah, but the latter was too proud a man to make him to go back to politics and organise the Muslims 
a request of that kmd to Gandhiji or any one else. against the Congress. The frustration in Congress 

JINNAH AND NATIONALIISM ranks after the failure of their movement induced him 
Legitimate pride ·cannot be regarded as a vice. In to retom and for a long time he was leader of the 

fact it is generally regarded as a virtoe, because it Independent Party in the Central Assembly. He reso
prevents .a man from stooping to low tactics. The · lutely disapproved of Gandhiji and his methods, but 
1920 sess•on of the Congress at Nagpur was the last ' saw that there was no chance for a nationalist oppo
Jinnah attended. He was there heckled by delegates sition to Gandhiji. Egged on by the bitterness created 
and visitors for not r<;.ferring to Gandhiji as a .. in him by constant Congress Press attacks and the 
Mahatma. He agreed to do so, but when the crowd criticism of Congress propagandists, paid from the 
later insisted upon his referring to the Ali Brothers as funds set apart for the Mass Contact programme, he 
Maulanas he refused. Many moderate leaders had began consolidating the Muslim League. 
already left the Congress. Jinnah was. in fact the last There can be no denying the fact that Gandhiji rose 
to do so. The fact that the Khilafat was one of the ' to supreme power through practice and propagation 
issues on which he left the Congress should have gone of the cult of personality. "Mahatma Gandhi-ki-Jai" 
in his favour, but it didn't. N~:vertheless he continued had replaced "Bande Mataram" and "Bharat Mata-ki
to hold the Mahatma in high regard until some years · Jai." This little change signified a great deal. It 
later when he paid a visit to his Ashram. signified the rise of the cult of personality. Jinnah 

The visit was hy appointment but, when he reached • never bowed to any man and the standard-bearers of 
the Ashram at the appointed time, Gandhiji was talk- the revolt against this cult he could find only among 
ing to a foreigner. The only chair in the Ashram, the Muslims. He found them and the battle began bet
story goes, was occupied by the foreigner talking with ween Jinnah and Gandhi .. And we know the rest. 
Gandhiji. Jinnah kept pacing the verandah up and -Organiser 
down for a few minutes, to the amusement of the man • 
in attendance, and then, flying into a rage, asked him March of Science 
to tell his Mahatma that Jinnah had come and gone CHEMICAL MILLING 
and also tell him that he did not know how to keep Milling of metals with chemicals for U.S. industry 
appointments. The attendent ran for his life and in- 'that are lighter, cheaper and stronger, is now possible. 
formed Gandhiji, who looked at his watch and said, A variation of the etching process in which acids 
"Why didn't you bring him in at once? Do so now". eat away parts of metal that are not protected with 
Taking leave of the foreigner, Gandhiji welcomed an impervious mask, the method permits a consider
Jinnah, but all that Jinnah said to the Mahatma was: able, paring of weight from airplanes. 
"Mr. Gandhi, yon do not keep your appointments and In addition, chemical milling permits reduction of 
you have no arrangements for receiving gentlemen metals in out-of-the-way places that machine tools 
here. This is the last time that Mr. Jinnah has come cannot reach. 
to see you". INDESTRUCTIBLE CELL 

Every one knows that after this incident Jinnah An almost indestructible dry-cell battery. abont the 
never went to see Gandh~ji at his plac;e for politi~ . shape of and a little thicker than a man's. wristwatch 
talks of any kind and that m the forties 1t was Gandhi)! has been developed that will make it readily adapt
who had to go every day for nineteen days to see · able for use in the transistor circuits of radios, hearing 
Jinnah at his place. Jinnah was more of an English- aids and navigation systems. 
man than an Indian and was inclined to be cosmopo- The little hatteries can easily be recharged, and 
litan in outlook. When his only daughter married a banks of tl1em can be hooked in series or paralleled 
Christian, all that he said to himself was "None of my to build up additional power as needed. ·Each cell 
business," and gave her a few lakhs as dowry and a delivers nine-tenths of a volt. 
beautiful bungalow in Bombay to live in. REDUCES ENGINE WEAR 

He had anotl1er reason to fall out with Gandhiji. The introduction of a short magnesium rod into the 
The latter once wrote to him and addressed him as crank-case of automobile engines is reducing engine 
Shri ]innah. 1\fr. Jinnah wrote an angry Jetter to wear and prolonging the life of cylinders, pistons and 
Gandhiji asking him to stop using that form of address sparkplugs, according to Winthrop A Johns, who has 
so far as he was concerned. Gandhiji replied by ad- sold more than 700,000 kits to motorists in the United 
dressing him as janab Jinnah. "Are you trying to States: 
make fun of me?"' asked Jinnah in another angry let- •owoootrTetL""' s.c...,., 

B 
OTHU&.FINJ5HQ,UICII.L'I """p 

ter asking Gandhiji to address him as plain Mr. ut co""• •.s•• .. w>THT•& 

Gandhiji, equally obstinate, replied by addressing him "' 
as "Quaid-e-Azam". In reA'Iy Jinnah wrote to Gan
dhiji: "You are incorrigible.' But the Muslim Leaguers ' 
t<,>ok up the title of address used first by Gandhiji for 
Jmnah, who tl1en came to be known as Quaid-e-Azam 
]innah. · · 

GANDHI DROVE OUT ALL INTELLIGENT MEN 
FROM CONGRESS 

I 
It is well-known that Gandhiji practically drove all . 

eaders out of public life. Jinnali himself was in the . 
~had': after the Khilafat agitation which swept the 
.vlushms off their feet. Indeed, he left for England 
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This Is Pakistan 

Nehru Is Crying For The Moon 
- j 

By Kish~re Valicha 
l 

f 
1\JR. NEHRU has once ag~been bu~y reiterating' 
ll his desire for cordial ties with Pakistan. Need
less to say this will come as no surprise to any of our 
readers. It has become almost a habit with Nehru 
to reiterate his desires for friendly relations with a _ 
country which is declaredly against us. ' · 

Pakistan is today held together bt a very i~portant 
religious factor. The iron clasp o Islam, remforced 
bv a fanatical hatred for the Hindus, unites Pakistan 
into an aggressive and ever-prese~t dang~ to India; 
It is this factor alone that can explain the time-honourc 
ed enmity of the Muslim to all that is Hindu. Pakistan, 
to ali intents and purposes, receives aid from the U.S., 
partly to guard itself ag~t the _commun~ danger. 
But it is a Dagrant fact of mternational politics that a 
scandalous amount of money is wrought from the U.S., 
under what is now quickly becoming the 'communist': 
threat. Hardly a Muslim in Pakistan is cons_cious o~ 
the communist danger, whether external or mternaL 
The basic emotional category of the Muslim remains 
as ever a hatred for the Hindu. ]elwd and other fana~ 
tical religiostic categories !low &om this basic trait. 

SWADESHI FORM f!F DEMOCRACY 

In such a context, that Nehru should talk of his 
emotional attachment to Pakistan, and should keep 
reiterating his desire for cordial relations with the 
Pakistani people, sounds strange. And, at any rate,· 
Nehru's personal emotions and conditioning of the 
mind have no place on the Door of the Parliament.. 
That he should be free to advertise his emotional 
attachments to Pakistan, on the Door of the Indian 

_ Parliament, without a word of protest from Opposition 
members shows the kind of democracy we have in 
India. It is a democracy of a certain sort, but by no 
means the genuine article. Gandhiji's "spiritualized~ 
politics, together with Nehru's "secularized," politics 
have made of the average Indian a species of sheep 
and goats. 

can Party is his own creation. ~e ~epu~lican ~arty 
is a party only jn name. Mr. Mu-za IS a VJrtual diCta
tor and has the whole buge army under his thumb. 
He can do almost anything he feels like. Mr. Mirza 
has also Ghulam Ali Talpur behind him and through 
the latter be has full control over the police. In the 
Punjab the rule of the landlords prevails. ~n Sind ti_Je 
zamindar is omnipotent, except for occasmnal upns
ings by the Haris, which are forcibly suppressed. ~t 
is not bard to ~isualise the danger to India that w1ll 
be an almost direct outcome of the President's rise to 
dictatorial power. · 

PAK SABOTAGE IN INDIA 

The various moves at sabotage within India by 
Pakistanis also spell the hatred lor Hindus and the 
natural animosity that the !lluslim bears towards the 
Hindu. In Jodhpur, for example, on March 5, four 
Pakistanis raided Sberwala village in the Atta Bisal
pur area and killed a man, abducting his wife. The 
man's brother, who tried to stop the escape of the 
raiders, was attacked and his nose cut off. This is the 
form in which the Muslim expresses his feelings to-

. wards the Hindu. Historically, it has been so. Today, 
it continues to be so. Is it then sensible to believe 
that we can stop the tide? We think it foolish even 
to attempt to do so. It is an irrational departure from 
real politik. 

Yet Mr. Nehru retains this irrational hope and 
continues indeed to work to that end. As he put it 
the other day in Parliament, be wishes to have ami
cable relations with Pakistan and he will go on work
ing towards that end. It is strange to hear the leader 
of the nation make such unbecoming statements which 
can only mislead the people. . 

The facetious evidence is alarming. The very 
thinking of Pakistani politicians is warped. On March 
3, Choudhuri Moliammed Ali, former Prime Minister 
of Pakistan, called India a "persistently bad neigh
bour" and blamed India for the build-up of armed-· 
forces in Pakistan. He said India was getting huge 
economic aid from foreign countries and releasing her 
own resources for the build-up of defence. Against 
whom is this defence build-up, he asked, and added 
that it was against Pakistan. While all the time Nehru 
keeps mouthing his emotional attachment to the Pakis-

Under such circumstances, the most that we can do 
is to reiterate our disapproval of such purposes. \Ve 
consider it alien to our interest to keep attempting the 
impossible. It is both a source of danger because it 
lays us open to attack and causes in the Indian people 
a false sense of security and a source of misplaced 
effort. 

INDIAN INTERESTS ABOVE NEHRU 

If Mr. Nehru Is emotionally attached to the Pakis
tani people, is it not advisahle then that the sooner 
?e.give up the high office that he is holding the better 
1t IS for the good of all concerned? This sounds hk<' 
":tautology. For the satisfaction of the meanest intel
hgence, let us however put forward the logic of our 
stand. Mr. Jawabarlal Nehru is tbe Prime Minister of 
India. As Prime Minister of India, it is encumbent 

tani people. · 
Very lew in India appreciate the full signiScance of 

all that is happening in Pakistan. Mr. Mirza has virt
ually liquidate~ the Muslim League and the Republi-
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Bakshi Questions "\Vhere Does l'lridnlla 

get 01oney for Anti· Indian Propaganda? 

Addr<:-~ing a pres~ conferen.ce in Bombay during his .. plete in law and in fact. He said that Sheikh Abdullah, 
recent VISit to the C1ty, Baksh1 Ghulam Mahomed, the 

0 
since his release has been preaching violence. He has 

Prime Minister of Jammu and Kashmir State, said that ' been organising a Razakar movement. His speeches 
. any attempt by Pakistan to invade Kashmir was bound have been highly provocative. Fortunately, he has 
to fail, as miserably as the former attempts. In 1947 not succeeded in his efforts to enlist mass support in 
Pakistan had made her first attempt, it failed. A se- Kashmir. - . 
cond attempt met with a similar fate. Bakshi stated , Asked in view of Sheikb Abdullah's performance 
that if Pakistan again attempted to invade Kashmir, . before his arrest in 1953, and after his release in 
that challenge to our sovereignty would be sternly and 0 December 1957, he could be relied upon, if he chang
firmly met with by the Indian people, including the 1 ed his present stand, Bakshi Ghulam Mahomed said: 
people of Kashmir. · 0 "My personal opinion does not count. But Sheikh 

Kashmir's accession to the Indian Union was com· > Abdullah's role after his release has been so anti-

d 

0 

Indian and anti-Kashmir that we cannot trust him 
(Continue from J>agc 20) .:. easily." 

upon him to look after the interests of the country. In Refering to the charges that he had made regarding 
other words, any failure to safeguard the interests of · tl1e use ol Indian money in the anti-Indian and pro
this country is a neglect of his duties. Pakistan is Sheikh Abdullah campaign and the important role 
inimical to India, both as a historical deduction as well played by Miss Mridulla Sarabhai, he once again 
as existing political conditions bespeak. India has . reiterated his charges. He stated that he had receiv
to accept Pakistan as a source of imminent danger. · ed a letter from Mr. Ambalal Sarabhai, father of Miss 
India has then to guard herself against Pakistan. Mridulla. in which he had denied my charges and re
Nehru has failed to do this. Nehru, therefore, and pudiated my statements that she received funds from 
very simply, has failed. Consequently, he ought to , the Sarabhai Trust for her anti-Indian propaganda. It 
resign. Nehru, it is quite possible, has failed because • may be that the Ahmedabad millionaire was right that 
of his ignorance of the history of Muslims in India; he .. she did not use the Sarabhai money. His question to 
has failed probably because of his personal attach- ; the Ahmedabad millionaire was where did Mi~s 
ments and predilections. Nevertheless, he has failed. , Mridulla go to earn the huge amount of money m 
Let him resign. publishing anti-Indian and pro-Abdullah literature? 

This is the logiC' of our stand and we stick to it. It would be interesting to know the source of her huge 
The sooner this country understands tl•is basic logic 0 income, how she could alford to waste thousands of 
and the sooner our politicians apprehend the first rupees monthly for this unpatriotic propaganda, and 
principles of responsible statesmanship, the sooner · whether she was paying any income t~ at all. H.e 
will this country be on the road to a safe evolution of · had promised Mr. Amhalal to answer h1s letter. Th1s 
democracy and ordered government. is his public answer to his letter. 

GRADUATION.-Hclcn Keller 
took an adi\'e part in S<:hnol life 
and wns graduated in 19t>4. A's u 
student~ she wrote hr:-r cxumina
tions on a special type-writer, and 
had private ( . .'onfcrcnccs with lwr 
instructors instend of btking purt 
in recitations. Her progress nma
zed all those around her. 

VIBRATIONS.-As the years pas- SCENT.-Hor highly developed 
sc..-d she dl•veloptd. her remaining sense of smell compensates for eres 
three S<'nses to nn amazing degree. that cannot see. She am identify 
She perceives through vibrations, Rowers and fruit by their frngrancc 
nnd run identify trees by the diffe- nlone. From smell she gnins a 
wnt sounds the wind makes blow- st•nsc o£ distance. "It is ~"Urpris
ing through their leaves. She can ingly wonderful," Hden Keller h~ts 
dctcnninc the •. nge-. nn~ sex .of peo- suid, ''to have eyes and ears m 
pie just by feelmg thetr foot- one's soul. There is no darkncs.o;;." 
steps. (Continued.) 
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o,V TilE 1\'EU'S FRONT 

PAK-PORTUGAL PLOT TO COMMIT SABOTAGE 
IN INDIA 

l 

decided to underwrite the aggression of their new 
found patron, lllr. Nehru. 

Concluding the paper stated: "Prime l\1 inister Noon 
spoke some brave words on the floor of the National 
Assembly the otlter day and almost in so many words 
threatened to change the country's policy if tlte 
Graham mission failed and the Anglo-American bloc 
to whose star we have hitched our wagon, did nothing 

- .6I L 
London: It is reliablv learnt here that in the es· 

of the Portugese AmbasSador here, maps of Bombay, 
with strategic places marked as fit for bombing, 
were found. In this connection it is further stated 
that there is complete agreement between Lisbon and_ 
Karachi as to their co-ordination when Portugal starts. 
bombing Bombay and other places to harass India in, 
the North by attad.ing military targets, industrial cen
tres and irrigation projects, so ~ to completely bring 
to standstill if not disrupt the industrial and agricul" 
tural life of Bharat. 

about it ...... A solution to the problem of Kashmir 
would have to be worked by other hands and by otlter 
methods. 

- Regular exchange of notes take place between high 
ranking military officials of both Portugal and Pakis., 
tan, in furtherance of this plot of sabotage against 
India. Two new and modern airfields are getting 
completed in North Goa-one at Panjim and other at 
Dabhol to accommodate modern high-powered Ame
rican bombers. It should be noted that USA bas been 
suppl}ing these types of planes, both to Pakistan as 
well as to Portugal in India. · 

Big photos of Salazar and Iskander Mirza are being 
seen prominently displayed in towns in Goa anc;l in 
shops and places of reside!lce. 

All details of a Pak-Portuguese a.;s against India are· 
complete. When these countries would start theii 
shooting war is only a matter of time and strategy. 

PAKISTAN LOSES ITS SIGNED CONSTITUTION 

-
Karachi: The copy of the Pakistan Constitution, 

signed by members of the Constituent Assembly, has 
been lost, according to Mr. Farid Ahmed of the 
Nizame-Islami Part}>. . 

~lr. Ahmed, who was bitterly complaining about 
the grievous fall in standards of public morality and·· 
administration in the country, ·told the National 
Assembly: "Your Constitution is lost, you will be lost 
and your country will be lost one day." , 

"DAWN" HARPS BACK ON "OTHER METHODS" 
TO SOLVE THE KASHMIR PROBLEM 

Karachi: In an editorial on the Kashmir problem, 
Dawn, the Karachi English daily, said: ·A solution 
of the problem of Kashmir will have to be worked out 
by other hands (than Prime Minister Noon's) and by 
other means." · 

Continuing the paper said: "The Government of. 
Paktstan should now make it quite clear to the Secu
nty Counctl that it must take up the matter again at 
the earlies~ possible opportunity and proceed to take'' 
stro_ng ac~ton agamst India under the Charter. In 
SaYJng so we do not forget for a moment the attitude 
of the United States and Britain having definitely 
ve_er<:<~ round to pro-Bharati position over the Kash
mlf ISsue Since the matter was last debated in the 
Security Council." 

. "There _is little chance that any further progress will 
be made m that forum. Nevertheless let our so-called 
alhes come forward openly and say that they have 
abandoned the cause of the people of Kashmir and 

PAKISTAN GOVERNMENT GETS A RUDE 
SHOCK-A SERIOUS MUTINY IN THE PAK 

AIR FORCE 

Calcutta: Over 200 officers and rank and file of tlte 
Pak Air Force have been arrested by the Military 
Police, and taken into state custody, states a report 
from Peshwar, which reached here today. 

Owing to anarchial conditions in the country, the 
rorruptJon in the governing ranks, and the deteriorat
ing economic conditions in Pakistan, made some of the 
officers and rank and IDe, decide upon a plot to cap
ture power and overthrow the government. However 
by ill luck news trickled down to high authorities, and 
the plot was nipped in the bud. Pakistan Government 
took all precautions that these arrests and detention 
of the Pak Air officers and men should be kept a secret, 
but they have failed in their attempts. 

All these days the feudal elements in the Pak 
Government were snugly believing that they were 
well saddled in seats of government, but the daily 
deterioratiog conditions in the country, the suppres
sion of free opinion, the corruption in high ranks, both 
amongst the Ministers and high officials, all these pent
up feelings of the oppressed people found vent in the 
discontent amongst the Air Force men and officers. 
This has completely urmerved the Noon Government, 
t?ough for all pra~tical J>?rposes Iskander Mirza con
tinues to be the virtual dtctator of Pakistan. 

This discontent in the Armed Forces has been there 
for a pretty long time, and their first open symptoms 
were detected in the Air Force. Sooner or later, this 
wave of discontent is likely to spread throughout the 
country. However for the present the Pak Govern
ment have managed to scotch the trouble in time. 

E. PAKISTAN GOVERNOR FAZLUL HUQ SACKED 

Dace~: ~ast Pakistan Governor, Fazlul Huq, has 
been dtsmtssed by the Pakistan Government and 
Hamid Ali, Chief Secretary of the Government, has 
been asked by the Central Government to take over 
as the Governor of the Province. 
. ~eports reaching Dacca late last night from Karachi 
mdtcate that R uq has been dismissed . from the post 
o.n the recommendation of the Awami League coali
tion cabmet of East Pakistan. 

Prior to his dismissal Huq dismissed Atur Rahiman 
Khan from the post of Chief Minister. It is not clear 
yet_ whe~h_er Atur Rahiman l<lhan continues as the 
~htef Mmtster or Abu Hussein Sarkar, who was sworn 
m before H uq, who is now dismissed from the post of 
th~ Governor. A competent source, however, main· 
tams that Sarkar continues to be the Chief Minister. 
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PAK'S UNIQUE RECORD-TWO GOVERNMENTS 
SWORN ON THE SAME DAY! 

Dacca: The 21-months old East Pakistan Govern
ment was defeated in the legislature over the Budget 
proposals, but since the Cabinet, headed by Attur 
Rahiman Khan, did not tender its resignation, Cover- . 
nor Fazlul Huq dismissed the cabinet. In place of 
the former cabinet, a cabinet, headed by Abu Hussein 
Sarkar, was sworn in by Governor Huq. In the mean
while the Governor-General of Pakistan Iskander 
Mirza dismissed Governor Huq, and appointed Mr. 
Hamid Ali as the Governor of the province. Hamid 
Ali, in his tum, dismissed the short-lived Sarkar Cabi
net and in its place replaced it by a cabinet headed. by 
Attauar Rahiman Khan. 

This is surely a record in constitutional history set 
by the so-called "largest Islamic state in the world." 
It has certainly no parallel in the democratic history of 
the world. This is an "Islamic" conception of demo
cracy and constitutional propriety. 

KASHMIR, AN INTEGRAL PART OF INDIA 
SAY SHIA MUSLIMS 

New Delhi: The All-India Shia Convention held 
here, declared that Jammu and Kashmir State was 
an integral part of Indian Union and that the State's 
accession to India was "final, and irrevocable, legally 
and constitutionally." 

The Convention, in a resolution, appealed to moral 
conscience of the world to condemn Pakistan for its 
aggression and its latest "crude attempts at subver
sion and sabotage by depositing bombs in mosques 
and temples in Kashmir." 

Nawab Tajmul Hussein, 1\f.P., who presided over 
the convention, said that a large number of Kashmiri 
Muslims were Shias and "we owe them a duty which 
we must not evade." The Shins, he pointed out, had 
accepted the accession of Kashmir to India. . . 

Continuing he said that Sheikh Abdullah, of all 
persons, was not entitled to raise the/lebiscite issue 
since he had formally endorsed an accepted the 
accession. 

REVOLT IN "AZAD" KASHMIR FORCES 

Srinagar: The Pakistani Government has sentenced 
several high-ranking officials and men of the "Azad" 
Kashmir Force to long terms of rigorous imprisonment 
for "having revolted against the continued occupation 
of Kashmir by Pakistan according to report reaching 
here across the border. 

The report said that a large number of persons have 
deserted the "Azad" parts of the State "to join the 
people's growing agitation against the execution of 
the Mangala Dam." 

TWO PAKISTANI SABOTEURS SHOT DEAD 

Amritsar: Two Pakistanis were killed in on armed 
encounter on the Indo-Pakistani border with the 
Punjab armed Police some 20 miles from here. 

According to official version, four Pakistanis were 
entering Indian territory, late after midnight, and 
when challenged, they opened fire, which was quickly 
returned by the Indian Police. After nearly half an 

hour's firing two of the Pakistanis dropped down dead. 
The other two escaped. 

The Indian Police later recovered a letter from one 
of the dead persons which indicated that they were 
agents of the so-called • Azad" Iqashmir Government. 
It mentioned tlmt preparations were being made in 
the Pakistan held area of the Jammu and Kashmir 
State "to conquer the other side of Kashmir." . 

LIAQUAT MURDER FILE MISSING 

Lahore: A frantic search is being made in the pro
vincial Civil Secretariat for a file pertaining to the 
assassination of Pakistan's first Prime Minister Liaquat 
Ali Khan. ' 

The file is required by Mr. Justice Shabbir Ahmed 
in connexion with Mr. Curmani's defemation suit 
against Time of Karachi. It is reportedly missing. 

S!"RDAR PATEL'S SON QUITS THE CONGRESS 

Dahyabhai Patel, the only son of Sardar Patel, has 
resigned fr?m the Congress and joined Maha-Gujeraf 
Janata Panshad. He has agreed to contest for the 
Rajya Sabha on the M.G.J.P, ticket. 

V. K. KRISHNA MENON'S "NO" TO 
CONGRESS-P.S.P. PACT 

Trivandrum: The Defence Minister, Mr. V. K. 
Krishna Menon, is opposed to a Congress-P.S.P. under
standing against the Communists in future by-elec
tions in Kerala, it is learnt. 

In spite of this opposition, the Kerala Congress 
is, however, understood to have obtained the formal 
approval of the High Command for such electoral 
understanding. · 

Mr. Menon is a member of the Congress Liasion 
Committee appointed by the A.-I.C.C. for Kerala. 

It is stated that Mr. !\-Ienon's view is that the Con
gress being a national organisation should not seek 
alliances and understanding with other political 
parties. 

35,000 ENGINEERING GRADUATES NEEDED 
DURING PLAN PERIOD 

New Delhi: India ·,vill need additional 35,000 en
gineering graduates and 60,000 diploma holders dur
ing tl>e Second Five,. Year Plan, according to the studi
es made by the Planning Commission in co-operation 
with the Man-Power Directorate, Ministry of Home 
Affairs. 

Earlier, the Engineering Personnel Committee, 
appointed to do a comprehensive study on the subject, 
had estimated the additional requirement during the 
Second Five,. Year Plan as 26,500 engineering gradua- ~ 
tes and 55,000 diploma holders. Calculations showed 
that tl1ere were 31,000 engineering diploma holders in 
India at the end of 1955. . 

Existing engineering institutions in the country 
are expected to turn out an additional20,000 graduates 
mid 30,000 diploma holders during the Second Plan 
period. 

Expansion has already been effected at a number' 
of engineering colleges and schools hut the increased 
supply of personnel would be available only towards 
the end of the Second Plan period. 
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In onler to meet the incrt••sing dem:md fo~ •kil
led workers cousequ.-nt upon the expanston ol mdus
tries. the ~linistry of Labour and En~ployment has 
prepared a pre-emplopnent in-plant trau~mg ( appren
ticeship) "Scheme. Nearly 7,000 ap!'renhces are to be 
trdiued during the Second Phm pemxl. 

This appr..l1ticeship scheme is intended to ~upple
ment the tr.1de apprenticeship courses already Ill ope
ration in industrial establishments.-U.P.I. 

SPIRIT THAT LEADS TO 
TOTAUTARIANISl\1 

~ladras: C. Rajagupalachari declared here to~ay 
that the Prime :\linister's remark of a cold war bemg 
carriE'd on in the south on the language issue showed 
"the spirit which leads to a totalitarian tendency." 

Addressing a largely attended pubhc meeti!;'g here 
this evening on the "Union official language , Raja
gopalachari said "the Prime :\linister's remarks a~J:out 
me in Parliament are not so bad as some of you thmk. 
They are quite good. I appreciate all that he bas said 
about me. Having said that. he says that something 
has happened to me and that I am leading a 'cold war 
a historic phrase that will not be easily lorgotten. It 
means that he finds it difficult to bear this criticism. 
If I ha,·e used arguments outside of reason, I e.m 
understand a man objecting. I have been pointing 
out that difficulties involved and I want him to think 
it O\'er. I want him to suspend article li of the Const
tution relating to Union language and rethink the 
matter, as the Bengal Assembly has said." 

Rajaji added "but the Prime ~lioister considers it 
'cold war'. I can only guess. I am afraid, that this is 
the spirit that leads to totalitarian tendency. 

"If criticism in a matter like the language issue is 
taken in this light, then I am afraid that democracy is 
cmmbling. This cannot be called cold war." 

-U.P.l. 

COMMUNIST CATECHISM 

QUACK ECONOMICS OF 
GOVERNMENT 

NEHRU 

1\ew Dt-lhi: Dr. P. S. Lnk:mathan. Dinx·tor of the 
N·ttion~l Council for Applied Economic Ht'scarch, 
s;id here that the Union Budget for 1!!58 had failed to 
tackle the main problem facmg the country. It ~id 
not indicate how the necess~uy resources for financmg 
the secxmd Plan were proposed to b.- raised. 

Dr. Lokanathan, who was speaking under the aus
pices of the Rotary Club, said that the taxes imposed 
last ye-ar were not ~idding the revenue tlu~y wt·re e~· 
pected to do. What was w~lJ'se, they had rl'sulted m 
creating an atmosphere wiHch was not c-onduc1ve to 
foreign im·estments. · 

He said 72 per cent of the total expenditure on the 
first Plan had been met from intern••! n-snurc~s and 
the remaining from deficit financing and fnrei~n 
assistance. In 1958-59 more than 52 per ct•nt of the 
developmental expenditure would be met from d.-licit 
Jinancin~ and forei~n aid. 

While the recommendations of !\Ir. Kaldor in res· 
pect of new taxes had been implemented, his "~~ges
tion to reduce tax on J'ersonal mcomes from 82 per 
cent to 45 per cent ha not been accepted so far. 

According to Dr. Lokanathan, the Cm·cmment 
faced this dilemma because it did not have the cou
rage to increase the incidence of hmttion on SO per 
cent of the population living in the rural are;ts. The 
land revenue cxmstituted only a fraction of the State 
revenue while agricultural production ac<.· .. uuted for 
50 per cent of the country's output. 

SOVIET FARMERS' EXODUS TO CITIES 

The situation has become so serious the rulin':.! State 
Council and the Communist Central Commiltl'<' h;n•e 
issued a joint directive "on prevention of ti1c hlind 
exodus of the ntral population". 

A seven-point programme for stopping tht• exodus 
was laid down. It directed: 

Q. 
Ans. 
Q. 

\l'lwt does it mean when the l>easants starve 
Leftist Trotskyite de\•iation. 
What does it mean when the peasants pros-

1. Ideological education among the mriJ ma"es 
to persuade them of the importance of ag•·i~hlture to 
the nation·s industrial development. At the same time, 
farmers are to be advised that factories and min<•s in 
the cities are taking on no new help. 

2. The setting up of "preventive offices" along the 
main railroads, with police and railway officials assi~
ned to "persuade .. farmers to return to their villa~c·s. 

Ans. 
Q. 

Ans. 
Q. 

Ans. 
Q. 
.\ns. 

and workers prosper? • 
per and workers stan;e? 
Rightist Bukharinite deviation. 
\\'hat does it mean when both l'easants and 
u·orkers starce? 
Correct party line. 
What clues it rnean when botl1 l'casants and 
workers prosper? 
Horrors of Capitalism\ 
Where was the garden of Eden? 
Perhaps in Russia. In the garden of Eden, 
Adam and Eve had very little to eat and 
nothin~ to wear, yet they thought that they 
were 10 heaven. Where could it else be 
except in Russia? 

-Suuwnl Bankeshwar 
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3. Peasants drifting into cities and mining ami 
industrial areas are to be sent back and m(~anwhih· 
prohibited from beginning. Stricter enforcement of 
household registration is to be carried out to detect 
new arrives. 

4. A halt in hiring new workers in all enterprises. 
industries. organisations, troops, socia) groups and 
and schools without pri<>r approval of higher autho
rities. 

5. Arens which are ]urge and have insufficient man
power may incorporate the neW<.'Omers into local agri
cultural co-operatives. 

6. Peasants be sent str.tight back home, under 
escort. 

7. Special organs are to be set up to deal with the 
situation. 



Symposium at Libertarian Social 
Institute, Bombay 

A symposum was held under the 
auspices of the R. L. Foundation 
Research Department on Monday 
the 7th April, 1958, in which mem
bers of the Libertarian Social Insti
tute participated. 

In his presidential address, Dr. 
A. K. Das Gupta, Research Direc
tor, Libertarian Social Institute, 
pointed out that in the world today 
the most controversial question re
lated to the field of economic 
theory. In simple terms, he said, 
the problem could be said to be 
whether It was possible or not for 
publicly-owned industrial organiza
tions to fit into the mechanism of 
the market economy. The very fact 
that opinion was diverse on this 
subject suggested the scope for re
search and probing. Dr. Das Gupta 
said also that it was to such inquiry 
that the Libertarian Social Institute 
was dedicated. 

Prof. G. N. Lawande, speaking 
next. said that it was imperative 
that we should clearly bear in mind 
that planning and free economy 
were absolutely incompatible. Plan
ning leads inevitably to regimen
tation. 

MOST HEAVILY TAXED 
COUNTRY 

Coming to the Second Five-Year 
Plan and the present foreign ex
change crisis, Prof. Lawande said 
that our plan was far too ambitious. 
The main defect lay in the very 
design which over-emphasized 
heavy industry, without at the same 
time also developing consumer in
dustries to cushion the large.scale 
deficit financing undertaken for the 
purpose of economic development. 
·The Immediate remedy, he said, 
would be to give full facilities for 
free 'enterprise to increase economic 
activity by reducing the present
day rate of taxation. India was 
the most heavily taxed country in 
the world, he pointed out. In Bri
tain, for example, income tax came 
to only 45% whereas in India, 
which is an under-developed coun
try, the rate is 84%. 

Prof. Lawande referred to the 
recent proposal by Prof. B. R. She
nay for devaluating the rupee with 
reference to the U.S. dollar. Such 
Proposal, he said, assumed two 
conditions. First, that our exports 

were in good demand, and, second, 
that other countries would not de
valuate their curreitcy as a retalia- · 
tion. 

Prof. Lawande also pointed out 
that deficit financing could only be 
resorted to when the general level 
of prices was falling. It had no 
place whatever during inflation, he 
said. Furthermore, the safe limit, 
even according to competent Indian 
economists, was between Rs. 150 
and 200 crores. But the Indian Plan, 
merely on the ambiguous resuits 
af the firs'/ Five-Year Plan, had 
launched on an over-ambitious de
ficit financing of Rs. 1200 crores. 

INDIA AND DEMOCRACY 

Mr. B. S. Sanyal, speaking next, 
pointed out that communism was 
the basic problem before the coun
try. The various "isms' could be 
reconciled only with a proper ap
proach. Sociallsai. or communism 
was a direct attack on the freedom 
of the individual. Socialism or 
communism implied a society which 
was an organic unity inasmuch as 
the individual was subordinated to 
the State which, in turn identified 
with society. Free enterprise, or 
the democratic order, was a sys
tematic unity in which the inter
dependence of the individual and 
~ociety was well, recognized. In 
India, democracy was a much mis
understood concept, he said. It was 
surprising that even the Prime 
Minister often said that poverty 
must be removed even at the cost 
of liberty. This was a very 
wrong politi,cal approach, Mr. 
Sanyal said. It is of the utmost 
necessity that Indians should re
alize that ·democracy is a dynamic 
system. 

Mr. M. V. Balkrishna Rao, who 
spoke next, said,. "The policies of 
the Indian Government were self
stultifying. Instead of advancing 
economic progress, they were ac
tually hindering it by depriving the 
entrepreneur of all incentive. So
cialism was an impossible utopia 
because socialism deprived us of 
the calculus for objective economic 
measurement." He also pointed 
out that the root of the matter was 
our plan. Unless the plan was cur
tailed or scrapped, the country 
would go from bad to worse." 
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Mr. S. S. Bankeshwar said that 
academic economists tended to ig
nore the practical dilemma that was 
faced by a party in power in any 
under-developed and backward 
country. The clash between the 
employers and the employees al-, 
ways brought about conditions 
when the party in power had to 
favour either one or the other. No 
economic Uheory of consideration 
could ignore this fact of practical 
politics. 

EXPLOITATION UNDER 
SOCIALISM 

Mr. Kishore Valicha, speaking 
next, pointed out that it was of the 
utmost difficult to prove the extent 

· of exploitation or the marginal pro
ductivity of any factor of pl'oduc
tion. In India, today, he said, the 
labourers were in the besf of con
ditions, because of the pampering 
of the ruling party. Moreover, ex
ploitation, the extent of which was 
underminable, did not get resolved 
under socialism. It was erroneous 
to think otherwise. Socialism 
equally exploited the labourers. 

A vote of thanks was proposed 
to Mr. R. B. Lotwala, after which 
the meeting concluded. 

POINTED AND PERTINENT 

We are in great danger today of 
breeding a generation brought up 
to think that Grandmother State has 
a bottomless purse and will hold 
its hand from the cradle to the 
grave. 

-Sir Halford Reddish, Freedom 
First (London). 

Our newspapers, like our Prime 
Minister, have a way of shifting 
their convictions in the light of cal
culated probabilities, ending by 
lending their active support to just 
the things they had previously con
demned. -Swarajya. 

There can be no coalition bet
ween the Congress and the PSP in 
Kerala, because the PSP was a party 
and the Congress a national move
ment. -V. K. Krishna Menon, 

Thought, February 15. 

Congress leaders have been suf
fering from obsessions of all sorts, 
the worst being the fond notion 
that there is no alternative to Con
gress. -P. R. Lele, Blitz. 

Let all those who aspire to step 
into Prime Minister's shoes take 
note-Krishna Menon's unshapely 
feet are being shod into shape to 
suit them. 
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Towards Responsible Go"\·ern111ent 

TOWARD RESPONSIBLE GOV
ERNMENT An Economic Apprai
sal of Federal Investment in 
Water Resource Programmes. pp. 
164. By Edward R. Renshaw. 
Idyia Press. 8342 South Kenwood, 
Chicago 19, Illinois, 1957. 

-Behind the smoke-screen of wel-
fare, social justice, equality,liberty, 
etc, hides a single villain of the 
piece-the unscrupulous politician. 
No matter what 'ism' we live under, 
there is one privileged class of per
sons who stand above law-more 
often de facto than de jure. This 
class accumulates political power 
at every crisis, but never surrenders 
it even after the emergency is 
gone. Such poliUicians live like 
parasites on the economic activity 
of the community. The social costs
of government tend far to exceed 
the economic advantage to the com
munity. It is this central fact of 
political exploitation of the econo
my which leads, by virtue of its 
inherent logic of power, to a com
plete totalitarian slate. 

mE FRAUD OF "WELFARIST" 
SCHEMES 

Professor Edward F. Renshaw. 
Department of Economics, Univer
sity of Chicago, proves this central 
defect of all welfarist socialist ven
tures, though it is not his intention 
to launch on an over-all attack on 
ideological grounds. His is a well
substantiated, methodical apprai
sal of Federal Investment in Water 
Resource Programmes. complete 
with statistical tables, graphs and 
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numerous references to relevant 
authoritative sources. 

"Three years of analysis and so
ber reflection, however, have con
vinced me that there exists a need 
for changing our basic attitudes 
towards water resource develop
ment, .... While large reclamation 
projects and huge dams have made 
an important contribution to our 
progress in the past, it is to recog
nize that as the best sites are taken. 
the construction of additional pro
jects becomes increasingly costly. 
At that point where it becomes pos
sible to supply the same end-pro
ducts by less costly means, further 
development can only be accom
plished by sacrificing progress 
itself. When this point is reached 
we should not delude ourselves as 
to the nature of the values involv
ed, development can only be justi
fied if monuments to rival the Pyra
mids are of value in themselves." 

Ever since 1900 appropriations 
by the federal government for the 
development of water resources 
have gone up at an increasing rate. 
In 1954 appropriations amounted to 
$14.3 billion. Expenditures by the 
major project-building agencies for 
the fiscal year 1958 are expected 
to be in excess of $850 million 
(eight-hundred and fifty), a mode
rate increase over 1957, and an in
crease of over $150 million com
pared with 1956. The question that 
naturally props up is: "Do expen
ditures in this area by the federal 
government represent the best use 
to which a limited amount of funds 
can be put? Can the transfer of 
resources from the private sector 
of our economy to the public sec
tor be truly justified in the sense 
that benefits exceed costs?" {emp

. basis ours) 
What is the extent to which the 

tax-payer bears the burden of sub
sidising these government ventures? 
The subsidy varies from about 40 
per cent in the case of public power 
to nearly 100 per cent in the case 
of navigation, flood control, and 
basin wide irrigation. 

THE MORAL ASPECT 

The moral point raised by Pro-· 
fessor Renshaw is: 
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Inasmuch as the benefits which 
accrue from public investment 

are more localised than the tax 
base which supports expendi
ture, the return from a parti
cular project need not be as 
great as could be obtained by 
investing the same funds else
where in the economy in order 
to make a public project ap
pear justified from a purely 
local point of view. On the 
basis of logic alone, one would 
anticipate that local groups 
would bring pressure to bear 
upon Congress and the agen
cies involved in water resource 
development to construct local 
projects which would not be 
in the best interest of a nation 
as a whole. 

Bulletin No. 58-3 issued by the 
Bureau of the Budget, November 
13, 1957 admits that: "Uniform 
Government-wide policies or pro
cedures for applying user charges, 
however do not exist. Variations in 
charges for similar activities exist 
between and even within agencies, 
resulting in hidden subsidies, in
equities, and a burden on the gene- · 
ral taxpayer . .: . The President, how
ever, on several occasions has stat
ed his firm belief in the principle 
that, as a matter of equity, the re
cipients of the special benefits 
should pay for the full applicable 
cost of the special services provid
ed, and that a fair market value 
should be obtained from the use or 
sale of Government-owned resour
ces or property." 

The author firmly establishes the 
conclusion that contemporary fede
ral investment in both the Missouri 
and Colorado River Basins cannot 
be justified on the basis of the ex
pected increases in land and water 
values exceeding costs. 

Here then is a typical example of 
government negligence of national 
interest. However eloquent the 
politician may be in demanding na
tionalisation of public utilities, the 
way nationalised public utilities are 
run, whether in America or Britain 
or Russia or India, clearly indicates 
that public sectors are destroying 
the capital accumulated by the pri
vate sector. It is a national disser
vice to nationalise. 

It is a pity that Professor Ren
shaw does not draw the fundamen
tal conclusion that bureaucratic 
managements are in principle un
economical, and MUST, therefore, 
be reduced drastically wherever 
possible. Under the market system 



'variations in charges for similar 
activities ... between and even with. 
in agencies' could not take place. 
If there is 'imperfect competition,' 
who makes It imperfect? Either 
It Is the politician conferring eco
nomic privilege through political 
protection or it Is a temporary 
phase to be overthrown by techno
logical progress or by the accumu
lation of capital. Professor Ren
shaw's book, ther~ore, proves a 
valuable vindication of the liber
tarian conviction that nationalisa· 
tion is not enough. We should chain 
tile politician. 

-1\L V. Balakrishna Rno 

BRITISH INFORMATION 
PUBLICATIONS 

Tbe UK Dependencies in Brief 
The Commonwealth In Brief 
Britain In Brief 
Britain: An Official Handbook 

Publications of the Central Offi
ce of Information, London. 
Very well got-up and suitably Il

lustrated publications which wi11 be 
of good help to students of econo
mics and politics, especially of eco
nomic history. The first booklet 
Is concerned with the affairs of 
those territories in the Common
wealth for whose good governance 
the United Kingdom is ultimately 
responsible. It contains informa
tion on Administration, Agricul
ture, Industry, Investment, Popula
tion, Finance, Exports, etc. etc. The 
second pamphlet is concerned only 
with the United Kingdom (includ
ing its foreign policy). It includes 
chapters on Asia, Atomic Energy, 
Baghdad Pact, Banks, Exports, Na
tional Assistance, National Income, 
etc., etc. The third pamphlet is 
concerned with the main aspects of 

JUST OUT 

FOOTPRINTS 
OF 

TREACHERY 
By 

Baburao Patel 
Editor, "FIImlndla" 

Price 50 Naye Paise 

Published by 

The Llberlnrian Social 
Institute 

Arya Bhuvan, 
Shandurst Road, Bombay '· 

the relationship between the inde
pendent members of the Common
wealth. It comprises of various 
subjects like Ceylon, Pakistan, New 
Zealand, India, Rhodesia, South 
Africa, etc. 

The fourth is a handbook, 530 
pages In number and containing 
maps. Following its ten-year old 
tradition, It covers events up to the 
autumn of 1957 and thus contains 
up-to-date Information. It is illus
trated with 50 photographs, 10 maps 
and 15 diagrams. The text Inclu
des also a 37 -page bibliography re
lating to each section of the book 
and it is fully Indexed. It is a 
valuable work of reference and Is 
lucidly and pleasantly written. As 
the Hindu put it, "For sheer com
prehensiveness of information and 
clarity of presentation there is no
/thing ~ rival this official hand
book." -K.D.V. 

THE INDIAN BUILDER 
THE INDIAN BUILDER Journal of 

The Builder's Association of 
India, March 1958 
As the very title of the journal 

suggests, The Builder is the mouth
piece of The Builder Association 
of I.ndla. The March issue of the 
journal gives us information about 
The Riband Dam Project, Housing 
Problem in Bombay, Nurses Home 
for the All India Institute of Medi
cal Sciences, New Delhi along with 
other features. 

The journal is got up on good art 
paper and proves an invaluable 
source of technical information to 
architects who must be uptodate. 
Of course, there is the all-knowing 
journalist who can make this grist 
to his mill. 

-M. V. Balakrishna Rao 

WITH MANY VOICES 
The point about India is that 

while there may be corrupt officials 
and corrupting businessmen, cor
ruption is not a way of Government 
life as It Is In some other Asian 
countries. There is corruption, but 
the moral climate of the Govern
ment is not a corrupt climate and 
that, of course, is imp~rtant. 

-A. M. Rosenthal, New York 
Times. 

Admitting Communists into the 
Government is just like injecting 
sickness into one's body. 

-Sjafruddin Pravinrangegara, 
rebel Premier of Indonesia, 

Times of India. 
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GIFT BOOK FROM U.S.I.S. TO 
R. L. TRUST LIBRARY 

The Secretary of the R. L. Trust 
Library Arya Bhuvan, Sandburst 
Road, Bombay, thanks the U.S.I.S. 
for sending the following books and 
publications as gifts to the Library. 

Scholmcr. Joseph: Vorkuta Dra11Ultic 
First Report on the Slave city in the 
Soviet Arctic. 

James, Daniel: Red Design for tl1e 
America&: Guatemalan Prelude. 

Cookrudge, E. H.: Net That Covers 
tl1e World; FuU and Authentic Exposure 
of the Soviet Espionage Sy#em. 

Brant, Stefan: Etut Gennan Rising. 
17th June 1953. 

Barghoom, Frederick C.: Soviet Rus
sian Notionall&m. 

Treadgold, Donald W.: Lenin and His 
Rlrd.r. Struggle for Russia'• Future, 
1898-1906. 

Gyorgy, Andrew and Gibbs, Hubert S.: 
Problems In International Relatiom. 

Gulas, George C.: Soviet Law and 
Soviet Society. 
Whiting, Allen S.: Soviet Policies in 
Clllna .• 1917-1924. 
Simmons, Ernest J. (Ed.): Continuity and 
Change In Russian and Soviet Thought. 
United Nations: Report of the Special 
Committee on the Problem of Hungary. 

U.S.S.R.-A Reference Book 
We acknowledge with thanks the 

receipt of U.S.S.R.-A Reference 
Book, 1958 from the office of the 
Soviet Russian Ambassador to 
India, New Delhi. 

It is a useful handbook of infor
mation of use to politicians and 
students of economics. 

Libertarian Feature 

Service 

Bulletin ill Out 

Members of tl1e Libertarian Social Insti
tute and subscribers of tile ••tndian 
Libertarian" will gel the copies of tile 
.. Libertarian Feah"e Serolce•• free on 
aprJiicatlon to:-

• 
The Secretary, Libertarian Social 
Institute, Arya Bhuvan, Sandburst 

Road, Bombay '· 
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THE DUNCAN ROAD FLOUR MILLS 
Have you tried the Cow Brand Hour manufactured by the Duncan 
Road Flour Mills? Prices are ,:(.'Qnomical. and only the best grains 
are ground. Th~ whole producti~n process is automatic, untouched 
by hand and hence out produce is the cleanest and the most sanitary. 

~ 

Write to: 
Tm: MANAGER 

DUNCAN ROAD FLOUR MILLS 
·BOMBAY 4 

TelepT10ne: 70205 Telegram: LOTEW ALLA 

Ag~ at Poona 

LALDAS AMARSEE & SONS, 
437, Raviwar Peth, 

Poona-2. 
Telegraph add: 'STEJ..LATEA' 

Few every inteUigent student this book shows 
the way out of present day chaos 

Telephone: 70205 

,.,TH....,E ANALYSIS OF USURY 
B:r Jeffrey Mark 

Published by 

BELTINGS 
SPECIALIST IN . 

• The Libertarian Publishers Ltd., 
Arya Bhuvan, Sandhurst Road, 

Bombay 4. 

"Rupak," "Atlas'' Balr-Beltinp, Cotton Bellinr, 

ORDER YOUR COPY NOW 
Price: Rs. 3/-

REAL MEAT FOR THE LIBERTARIANS 

OUR ENEI\IY TOE STATE 
BY ALBERT }AY NOCJ: 

· Published by the Caxton Printers Ltd. . 
. Cardwell, Idaho, (U,S.A.) ' 

• Price Rs. lZ.Sl 

Stresses, the Modem Trends of the State I 
Us}:"'-More and More of Social and Econonrl · 0 

ower . Ultimately Developing into c 
Totalilari~ Regimes of Fascism, ' 

Naztsm. or Communism. 

Cotton Bose, Rubber Coated Cotton Bose Pipe, 

B:>ll Bearings, Sleave N~ts Ete. Ete. 

• 

Enquiries Invited 

- SAURASHTRA MILL STORES 

157_159, Narayan Dhuru Street, Lotus Chamber, 

BOMBAY 3. 
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